COLORADO SUPREME COURT STANDING COMMITTEE ON THE COLORADO
RULES OF PROFESSIONAL CONDUCT
AGENDA
November 4, 2016 9:00 a.m.
2 East 14th Ave., Conf. Rm. 2215 – Look for Melissa Meirink on Floor 2
Call-in numbers: 720-625-5050 – Access Code: 41835247#
WiFi Access Code: To be provided at the meeting
_____________________________________________________________
1.

Approval of minutes of July 22, 2016 meeting [pp. 1-18]

2.

Transfer of responsibility for the Contingent Fee Rules [Judge Berger &
Marcy Glenn, pp. 19-22]

3.

Report on Orphaned COLTAF Funds amendments [Marcy Glenn, pp. 23-67]

4.

Report from Fee Subcommittee [Nancy Cohen & Jamie Sudler, pp. 68-73
(proposed form agreement to be distributed separately)]

5.

Report from Rule 1.6 Subcommittee (A.G. Coffman proposal) [Marcy
Glenn, for Dave Stark]

6.

Report from Rule 2.1 (Family Law Advisory) Subcommittee [Alec
Rothrock, pp. 74-95]

7.

Report from Civil Rules Committee’s Subcommittee on Judicial
Expectations Amendments to CRCP [Judge Webb, pp. 24-29 of July 22,
2016 materials]

8.

New Business:
a.

Potential adoption of ABA Model Rule 8.4(g) [Jim Coyle, pp. 96-99]

9.

Administrative matters: Select next meeting date

10.

Adjournment (before noon)
Marcy G. Glenn, Chair
Holland & Hart LLP
(303) 295-8320
mglenn@hollandhart.com
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Submitted Minutes of Meeting of the Full Committee
On July 22,2016
(Forty-fourth Meeting of the Full Committee)

The forty-fourth meeting of the Colorado Supreme Court Standing Committee on the Rules of
Professional Conduct was convened at 9:00 a,m, on Friday, July 22,2016,by Chair Marcy G. Glenn.
The meeting was held in the Supreme Court Conference Room on the fourth floor of the Ralph L. Carr
Colorado Justice Center.
Present in person at the meeting, in addition to Marcy G. Glenn and Justice Nathan B. Coats,
were Committee members Federico C. Alvarez, Judge Michael H, Berger,Nancy L. Cohen, James C.
Coyle, David C. Little, Cecil E. Morris, Jr., Judge Ruthanne Polidori, Alexander R. Rothrock, Marcus
L. Squarrell, Jr., David W, Stark, James S, Sudler III, Anthony van Westrum, and Judge John R. Webb.
Present by conference telephone were members Gary B. Blum, Cynthia F, Covell, Lisa M. Wayne, and
E. Tuck Young. Excused from attendance were Justice Monica M. Márquez and members Helen E.

Berkman, Thomas E. Downey, Jr., John M. Haried, Judge William R. Lucero, Christine A. Markman,
Henry R. Reeve, Matthew A. Samuelson, Boston H. Stanton, and Eli Wald. Also present was Supreme
Court staff attorney Melissa C. Meirink and guests Melinda Harper and Joan H. McWilliams.

I.

Meeting Materials; Minutes of April29, 2016 Meeting.

The Chair had provided a package of materials to the members prior to the meeting date,
including submitted minutes ofthe forty-third meeting ofthe Committee, held on April29,20l6. Those
minutes were approved with one correction.

IL

Aclcnowledgment of Retirement of James S. Sudler

III

as Chief Deputy Regulation Counsel,

The Chair reported to the Committee that James S. Sudler III will retire at the end of the month
from his position as Chief Deputy Regulation Counsel of the Colorado Office of Attomey Regulation
Counsel, retiring after twenty-four years of service to that office, She said that Sudler will remain in
practice as a private lawyer and will remain a member of this Committee.
The Chair said more about Sudler, taking his initials,
a

-r,SS, as

her motif:

.Ishe drew into "just great," "just so smart," "just just." To be sure the Committee
understood the last reference, she added, "He is just, a good quality in a prosecutor. "

two,ls to work with and said they stand for
lots of things: One of them can stand for "steady," for bringing a calm, steady
temperament both to handling a lawyer who has gotten in trouble and to leading our
Committee in the drafting of changes to complex Rules of Professional Conduct, such
as in the wholesale revision of the COLTAF Rules. Although it did not fìt her,S motif
to say so, she added that Sudler does not hold grudges.
The Chair noted that Sudler has given her
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And the Chair pointed out that the ^9s are squared, giving an exponential quality to

Sudler's attributes. Having him on this Committee is, the Chair said, like having several
of him doing what he says he willdo; It gets done;the Chair need not push him to get
done whatever he undertakes to do.

The Committee knew the man of whom Glenn spoke, and it gave him warm applause.

IlL

Subcommittee on Flat Fees.

The Chair asked Sudler and Nancy L. Cohen to report to the Committee on the further
consideration of lawyers' flat fees by the subcommittee formed at the fortieth meeting of the Committee
on June 25,2015.
Sudler named, for the Committee, the members of the subcommittee, including lawyers who are
not members of this Committee, characterizing them all as diligent participants in the subcommittee's
work: Sudler, Cohen, Gary B. Blum, Thomas N. Downey, Nancy B. Elkind, Melinda M. Harper, Ericka
L. Holmes, Steven K. Jacobson, Jeffrey D. Joseph, David C. Little, Joan H. McWilliams, Cecil E, Morris,
Martha L. Ridgway, Matthew A. Samuelson, Marcus L. Squarrell, and Lisa M. Wayne.

Sudler directed the Committee to his memorandum dated July 22,2016, which was included in
the materials for this meeting. He said the subcommittee had revised its proposal, editing it from the
version that had been considered by the Committee at its forty+hird meeting on April 29, 2016.
Following the style of the Rules of Professional Conduct, the word "attorney" was changed to "lawyer"
throughout the draft. The definition of "flat fee arrangement" was streamlined:
The term "flat fee arrangement" refers to an arrangement for legal services of
lawyer under which the client agrees to pay a specified maximum amount for
a legal service to be performed by the attorney. Each flat fee arrangement shall
be in writing and shall contain the following: , . . .
a

That definition, he noted, now Lrses the term "arrangement" rather that "agreement," reflecting that, under
Rule L5(b), it is "the basis or rate of the fee and expenses [that] shall be communicated to the client, in

writing...."

no vote had been
All of the subcommittee members are in favorof the proposal
-although
taken, he noted
except that there is disagreement about what should happen if the lawyer does not
comply with the requirements of the proposed rule, this Rule 1.5(h). He suggested to the Chair that his
memorandum, included within this meeting's materials, might be used in the Committee's discussion of
the proposal.

-

And, lastly, Sudler noted that the proposal contains a suggested form for a lawyer's flat fee
arrangement that would comply with the proposed rule.

In addition to providing a version of the rule in which no provision is made for a lawyer's
noncompliance, the subcommittee's proposal contains three alternatives fixing a remedy for a flat fee
arrangement that is not in substantial compliance with the rule
- or, if the rule contains a flat fee
arrangement form, that is not in substantial compliance with that form. Those alternatives are listed in
Sudler's memorandum as follows:
[Alternative I - No subparagraph (v.) addressing non-compliance]
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[Alternative 2]:

v.

If a flat fee arrangement is not in substantial compliance [sic] this Rule then it is
unenforceable.

[Alternative 3]:

v,

If a flat fee arrangement is not in substantial compliance with this Rule and the
attomey client relationship is terminated before the representation is completed, the
lawyer must refund all fees to the client upon termination. However, nothing in this
rule prohibits the lawyer from pursuing recovery in the event the lawyer asserts that
the client has been unjustly enriched.

[Alternative 4]:

v. If a flat fee arrangement is not in substantial

compliance with the Flat Fee
client
relationship is terminated before the representation is completed, the lawyer must
refund all fees to the client upon termination. However, nothing in this rule
prohibits the lawyer from pursuing recovery in the event the lawyer asserts that the
client has been unjustly enriched.

Arrangement form [refer

to where from is placed] and the attomey

Those alternatives are up for debate, he said.
The subcommittee's proposal for a form of flat fee arrangement is not yet fully developed. Sudler
said the subcommittee's intention is that the form would be a suggested form set forth fully in Chapter
23, C.R.C.P. He added that he had suggested this form to the enforcement agencies in other states and
that they were receptive to the idea of making such a form available for the lawyer's use.

Cohen added that most of the members of the subcommittee had accepted all of the first four
subsections 1.5(h)i. through L5(h)iv.r If the Committee favors
subsections of proposed Rule 1.5(h)
inclusion of a form of flat fee arrangement, it should return the matter to the subcommittee for more work
on the content of that form,

-

A member noted his objection to the phrase "flat fee arrangement" as being a phrase that would
foster resistance among many lawyers. When one has a fee deal, it is in fact a contract. Lawyers
between lawyers to
arrangements
customarily use the term "arrangement" only to refer to deals
split fees. This concept of a flat fee, he said, is a contract and should thus be called an "agreement."

To that, Cohen recalled that the Court had rejected this Committee's initial proposal for
Rule 1.5(b), which would have referred to a "written fee agreement."2 She commented that the deal "l

l.

The numbering style used in the Rules of Profèssional Conduct would have the subprovisions of a Rule 1.5(h)
be numbered by consecutive arabic numerals contained in parentheses, such as Rule L5(h)(l). These minutes use the
numbering scheme adopted in the proposed rule, as siated on the third page of subcommittee's report to the Committee
that was included in the materials fbr this forty-fourth meeting, in which the subprovisions are enumeratçd with lowercase roman numerals

without parentheses.
-Secretary

2.

As proposed by this Committee to the Court on December 30, 2005, Rule L5(b) would have read [emphasis

addedl-

(b) When the lawyer has not regularly represented the client, the basis or rate of
the fee and expenses shall be communicated to the client, in writing, before or within
a reasonable time after çommencing the representation. Except as províded in awritten
fee agreemenl, any material changes to the basis or rate of the fee or expenses are
subject to the provisions ofRule 1.8(a),
(continued.,.)
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will charge you $500 for a will" is a contract but that implies that both parties must sign the contract.
only that the lawyer
if the lawyer has not regularly represented the client
But Rule I .5(b) requires
it
does
not
refer
to a "contract" or
fee
client
writing";
basis
and
rate
of
to
the
communicate the
"in
in
writing.
"agreement" or require that any other aspect of the engagement be stated

-

-

To that, the member who had characterized the flat fee "arrangement" as an "agreement"
"A lawyer shall not make an agreement for,
charge, or collect an unreasonable fee or an unreasonable amount for expenses." And, he noted,
contracts need not be in writing nor signed by both parties.
responded by noting that Rule 1.5(a) provides broadly that

Another member agreed with that position, saying it makes no sense to put a flat fee deal in
writing and yet not call it an "agreement." The phrase used in the proposed rule, he said, should be "flat
fee agreement."

Another member also agreed, saying that, although the "ethics world" avoids the term
þss¿n5e Rule 1.5(b) says only that the "the basis or rate of the fee and
"agreement" or "contracl't
at least the remainder of the lawyer's deal
expenses shall be communicated to the client, in writing"
with the client is an agreement between them, whether or not reduced to a writing.
Yet another member agreed, saying that he would use the term "contract" for this purpose,
all of the rules should be examined so that a consistent terminology
i5 used. And another member expressed his agreement with that, noting
"agreement" or "contracl"
that Rule 1 of Chapter 23.3, C.R,C.P., governing contingent fees, requires a "written agreement" for a
"contingent fee agreement. "
althor.rgh he suggested that

Cohen suggested that, if the phrase is switched from "flat fee arrangement" to "flat fee
agreement," then a comment shor"¡ld be added to clarify that the agreement need not be signed by the

client. ExistingComment[2]alreadyprovides,"Awrittencommunicationmustdisclosethebasisorrate
of the lawyer's fees, but it need not take the form of a formal engagement letter or agreement, and it need
not be signed by the client."
Sudler said he agreed with the change from "flat fee arrangement" to "flat fee agreement," saying
the subcommittee had been dancing around the terminology for a long time because of a concern about
the avoidance of the word "agreement" in Rule I .5(b). In fact, the term "flat fee agreement" had initially
been favored within the OARC.

A member who had not previously spoken on the matter said he agreed with use of the phrase
"flat fee agreement, " And he felt that, if the rule is going to set forth criteria for an acceptable agreement,
then it should provide a form for such an agreement. But he asked how proposed Rule 1.5(h) would fit
alongside existing Rule 1.5(b), which contains no requirement regarding fees when the lawyer has
"regularly represented the client." If it is intended that no "written communication" is required for a flat
fee within a regular representation, that should be stated,

A member questioned the characterizalion of a "flat fee" arrangement or agreement as one in
which the client agrees to pay "a specified maximum amount" for a legal service. She questioned
whether an agreement by which a lawyer agreed to prepare a will for $2,000
- a fee that was fixed
regardless of whether the lawyer's bill computed at the lawyer's nominal hourly rate would be higher or

2.

(,.,continued)

-Secretary
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lower than $2,000 _- would be an agreement for a "flat fee" under this definition, as it did not speciff
a"rneximum amount" but, rather, just a set fee. She said she was confused by this terminology.
To that, Cohen said the subcommittee intended both; she directed the member to the comments
to the rules, which speak both about "flat" fees and "fixed" fees, and she suggested looking at Rule 2 of
Chapter 23.3 for alternatives, The subcommittee had gone both ways, but its intent is to cover both
that is, to cover both the agreement to charge
maximum-fee arrangements and fixed-fee arrangements
based on an hourly rate but with a cap and the agreement to charge a stated fee regardless of the time
accrued for the services. Comment [12] is intended, she said, to explain the point. In any event, the
subcommittee's intention is to cover both types of arrangements.

The member who had questioned the application of the definition to the fixed fee then asked
about the consequences of non-compliance with the requirements of the proposed rule in a circumstance
in which the fees, computed at the lawyer's normal hourly rate, would be less than the agreed fixed fee
because the time actually accrued to render the services turned out to be less than the estimate upon
which the agreed fixed fee had been calculated. In that case, she thought, the lawyer would argue that
the arrangement had not been for a "maximum fee" as contemplated by the proposed definition of a "flat
fee agreement" and, therefore, the lawyer's arrangement with the client had not been within the scope of
the proposed rule,

To that, a member who had served on the subcommittee said the subcommittee's intention was
to cover both situations, intention being the guideline. Thus, a flat fee arrangement for a case involving
a small crime, in which the client "pled out" early, so that the lawyer's fee based on an hourly rate
computation would have been lower than the agreed fixed fee, would be covered by the proposed rule.
The member who had questioned the application of the rule to the case of a regular representation
said he, too, was concerned with the implications of the word "maximum" in the defìnition of the "flat
fee agreement." He suggested that the word simply be deleted from that definition, so that it would read,
"The term 'flat fee arrangement' refers to an arrangement for legal services of a lawyer under which the
client agrees to pay a specified amount for a legal service to be performed by the attorney." In his view,
an agreement that the fee would not exceed a maximum amount was not a "flat fee agreement" and the
rule, with his modification, would not cover that agreement. But, he added, there was no need for the
client's protection in the maximum-fee situation, since the statement of the maximum amount ofthe fee
was entirely to the client's benefit, the fee otherwise being calculated based on the accrual of time as
contemplated by existing Rule L5(b),

To that, another said that such an arrangement might not be just about a maximum, a cap, as
when the lawyer and the client have agreed to a representation that anticipates various stages of services.
The member who had raised the question, though, characterized the staged-representation situation as
a variety of the flat fee agreement, in which the fee for each stage, determined by the agreement of the
lawyer and the client, was fixed, not limited by a "maximum amount," In effect, the agreement is that,
if the lawyer accomplishes a defined stage, the lawyer is to be paid a stated fee for that accomplishment,
rather than be paid a fee determined by the number of hours accrued to accomplish that stage multiplied
by an agreed rate, subject to a maximum which the fee could not exceed.
The member who had frrst questioned whether a fixed fee agreement would be included within
the proposed definition of a "flat fee agreement," with its reference to a "maximum" fee, agreed with that
analysis of the staged-services arrangement and agreed that the problem could be fixed by deleting the

word "maximum" from the proposed definition.
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Cohen asked that member whether a definition that read, "The term 'flat fee arrangement' refers
to an arrangement for legal services of a lawyer under which the client agrees to pay a specified amount
for a legal service to be performed by the attorney," would be acceptable, The member agreed that it
would be acceptable. And, in answer to Sudler's follow-up question, that member said that defÌnition
would cover the fixed fee situation,

To all of this, another lawyer said, "We sound like a bunch of lawyers." If, he said, a client came
in to the lawyer's office and said, "l want yor,r do to this for that fee," we would have no problem writing
the contract for those services at that fee. In his view, the subcommittee and this Committee have danced
around the matter because of the initial use of the word "arrangement" and the erroneous thought that
lawyers have arrangements for fees rather than agreements for fees. Why, he asked, have we been so
concerned to avoid saying that the rule applies both to an agreement for legal services at a specified fee
and to an agreement for legal services at a fee not that would not exceed a specified maximum amount?
If we drop reference to an "arrangement" and forthrightly call it an "agreement," lawyers will draft
appropriate contracts to express their deals with their clients. He added a reference to an ethics opinion
from Ohio that, in his view, did a good job of saying that frxed fees and maximum fees have different
connotations. Flat fees are part ofthe fixed-fee concept. He suggested that the first paragraph ofthe
proposed rule be rewritten to "call it what it is": an agreement in writing.
The member who had questioned the application ofthe rule to the case of a regular representation
said he liked the direction in which the discr.rssion was now headed, because it simplified things. Bu!
he asked, what is the meaning ofthe reference to "a portion of them" in proposed Rule 1.5(h)iv, reading,
"The amount, if any, of the fees the lawyer is entitled to keep upontermination of the representation
before the specified legal services or a portion of them have been performed." To the suggestion that
this was intended to cover the circumstance where the lawyer has provided some, but not all, of the
services agreed to be rendered to the client, the member responded that the text covered even the case
where the lawyer had done nothing. It was, he thought, an incorrect phrasing,

The member who had characterized the discussion as if it were among a bunch of lawyers
suggested sending the entire matter back to the subcommittee for further consideration and reftnement.
A member who had not previously spoken said that, if the matter is as complex as the Committee
has been making it in this discussion, then it should be dealt with by way of comment and not just by the
presentation of a prescribed form of agreement.
Cohen asked her subcommittee co-chair Sudler what the subcommittee had understood to be the
difference between Alternative 3 and Alternalive 4 for proposed Rule 1.5(h)v.3 In response, Sudler

3,

The two proposed alternatives

read-

[Alternative 3]:
If a flat fee arrangement

is not in substantial compliance with this
Rule and the attorney client relationship is terminated before the
representation is completed, the lawyer must refund all fees to the
client upon termination, However, nothing in this rule prohibits
the lawyer from pursuing recovery in the event the lawyer asserts
that the client has been unjustly enriched.

[Alternative 4]:

If a flat fee arrangement is not in substantial compliance with the
Flat Fee Arrangement form [refer to where from is placed] and the
attomey client relationship is terminated before the representation
(continued...)
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recalled that one of the issues the subcommittee had dealt with is what should happen if a representation
is terminated midway between the accomplishment of two milestones or stages. In such a situation, the
agreement might provide that the lawyer's fee for the partially completed stage would be computed by
application of a stated hourly rate to the time actually accrued working on the uncompleted stage.
But a member characterized the two alternatives this way: Alternative 3 deals with the question
of when the lawyer may transfer the client's advanced deposit from the COLTAF account to the lawyer's
account as earned fees, while Alternative 4 states what must happen in the event the representation is
terminated before completion of the agreed services. Alternative 3 is all about the accomplishment of
milestones; Alternative 4 is the new concept that is intended to clariff, in light of Gilbert, what happens
upon a premature termination of the representation.

Another member agreed with that characlerization of the alternatives, saying that Alternative 4
is about quantum meruit recovery upon a premature termination of the representation. In that respect,
Alternative 4 is akin to the contingency fee rules, found in Chapter 23.3, C.R.C,P. Alternative 3 invites
the lawyer to determine, by agreement, what happens in the event of premature termination: The lawyer
can pick and choose and write the contract as he and the agree,
flat fees, fixed fees, lump-sum
A member said that he was struggling with the mix of concepts
needed to be very clear in stating its requirements, so that lawyers could
successfully comply with those requirements. The rule cannot be usefuljust for sophisticated corporate
general counsel writing forms for retainer agreements with outside lawyers; the OARC does not dealwith
those kinds of cases. Rather, we need to consider lawyers who are dealing with clients who lack
sophistication in their engagements of lawyers for legal services. The Committee, he said, is dancing
around that issue, trying to write a rule that protects the general public when entering into what may be
a financially expensive arrangement; understandably, we want to write such a rule while not adversely
impacting agreements between sophisticated clients and their lawyers.

-

fees, He felt the rule

To that, Cohen asked, how do we do that? The rule will nevertheless apply both to the
sophisticated client and the unsophisticated client. And, she added, the rule may well impact law firms
that work across lots of enforcement jurisdictions, inside and outside Colorado,

The member replied to Cohen that, even if our focus is limited to legal service arrangements
governed only by Colorado laws and rules, there will be a fundamental difference between the
sophisticated client and the unsophisticated client. The examples given of the cases seen by the OARC
involve the general public, the unsophisticated client, But, he added, perhaps it simply must be accepted

3,

(...continued)

is completed, the lawyer must refund all fees to the client upon
termination. However, nothing in this rule prohibits the lawyer
from pursuing recovery in the event the lawyer asserts that the
client has been unjustly enriched,
The alternatives differ as follows (comparing Alternative 4 over Alternative 3):

If aflat

fee arrangement is not in substantial compliance with thc
/y'¿¡s

Rule and the attorney client relationship is terminated before the
representation is completed, the lawyer must refund all fees to the
client upon termination. However, nothing in this rule prohibits
the lawyer from pursuing recovery in the event the lawyer asserts
that the client has been unjustly enriched.

-Secretary
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that the proposed rule

will apply to the agreement for legal services for a sophisticated client

and the

agreementwiththegeneralpublic,theunsophisticatedclient. Yettheruleneedstobeveryclearlystated.
He himself did not know what the terms mean: What is the difference between a "specified maximum
amount" and a "specifìed amount"? They both state a maximum.
The member who was clearly still thinking that the Committee was sounding like a bunch of
lawyers asked whether the proposed rule would apply to the agreement that contemplated the client
making payment only at the end of the engagement rather than by making an initial deposit into the
lawyer's COLTAF account. He asked whether this proposed rule ought to apply only to the latter case,
that ofan up-front deposit toward subsequently earned fees.

A member made this motion:

(l)

That the phrase be changed from "flat fee arrangement" to "flat fee agreement"
throughout the proposed rule,

(2)

That proposed Rule L5(h)iii be revised to read, "A description of when or how fees are
deemed to be earned by the lawyer during the course of the representation."

(3)

And that the phrase "or a portion of them" be deleted from proposed Rule 1.S(h)iv, so
that it would read, "The amount, if any, of the fees the lawyer is entitled to keep upon
termination of the representation before the specified legal services have been
performed."

found in the phrase "refers to
To Cohen's question, the movant clarified that the word "arrangement"
should also be changed to "agreement."
an arrangement" in the introductory portion of the proposal

-

-

A member

saicl he was intrigued by another member's comment that the proposal is a solution
to a problem that exists only when the client has made a deposit into a COLTAF account to cover fi.¡ture

fees. That, he said is the context to which we should be limiting the proposal, and such a limitation
would remove the sophisticated corporate client's agreement for legal services of a flat-fee or a
maximum-fee type.
To that, another member said she thought we were attempting to deal not only with the advance
deposit toward future fees but also with the situation where, even absent such a deposit, the lawyer has
for a fixed fee rather than one computed by application of
not yet done what was agreed to be done
an hourly rate to accrued time
before the engagement was terminated.

-

The member who had raised the concern about the proposal's application to the sophisticated
client said that we had been led to consider the case of an advanced deposit against future fees
the
case where the client has put his last dollars into the lawyer's COLTAF account and cannot afford to pay
another lawyer for a continuation of the services when the engagement of the first lawyer is terminated
but the client's funds remain tied up in his COLTAF account; and, he prophesied, we could write a rule
that dealt only with that situation, one that spoke of "advanced fees." To that, Sudler responded that it
would be harder than it sounds to write such a rule.

-

Sudler added that the subcommittee's intention is to deal with both that circumstance of the
advanced deposit against future fees and the circumstance where the lawyer's services are terminated
before completion and the lawyer seeks payment for the work done before termination when the
agreement stated only a single amount for fully completed services.

sxeq I 028 | 6.Submitled Minutes,44th. Meeting.SCSCRPC.wpd
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A member advocated that the Committee write

a

rule "that avoided what the lawyer would argue

in court" for recovery of fees for services partially rendered up to a premature termination of

the
a
need,
she
said,
future
fees.
We
deposit
against
was
advanced
an
representation, whether or not there
just
to
it
not
limited
"rule for good hygiene." That would be an accomplishment in itself, even if were
flat fees. She asked, if we are to cover only the circumstance of the advanced deposit against future fees,
why would that not also include, in addition to the flat fee, the advance deposit against future fees that
are to be determined on the basis of a hourly rate, where the client disputes the claimed accrual of time.

A member added that the lynchpin ofthe problem is the advanced deposit against future fees, and
he asked that we not lose track of the Sather case that dealt with the lawyer who took an advanced
payment into his operating account and then did not perform the agreed services. He added that member
Alexander R. Rothrock has written an entire article on that issue.

A member made a sr¡bstitute motion that the proposed rule be sent back to the subcommittee, to
be considered further using this discussion as fertilizer. The motion was seconded. The movant noted
his agreement that the rule should be written to cover both the case of premature termination of services
where there has been an advanced deposit against a flat fee for future services and the case ofpremature
termination of services, to be charged on a flat fee, but where there has been no such advanced deposit.
A member said he read the existing proposal as already dealing with the flat fee case that does
not call for an advanced deposit, He added that many fee agreements do not require advance deposits:
"I will provide discovery services in this case for $100,000, fixed." That kind of agreement gives the
client the benefit of certainty in budgeting for litigation. This rule should provide for that situation as
well as for the situation involving the advanced deposit against future fees,
The Chair asked for, and received, a withdrawal of the pending motion so that she could take a
straw poll on the prior motion, with its four elements. The straw poll that was then taken resulted in
Committee approval of all four of the elements.

which apparently will cover
Cohen noted her sense that the Committee believes that the rule
should deal only with "the small
fee deals that can be quite complex when the clients are sophisticated
firm," not with those lawyers that have sophisticated clients and practices. A member who was
participating by conference telephone concurred with that assessment: The rule should protect the

-

-

"small-practice" lawyer and that lawyer's clients.

A member asked, if the proposal were going back to the subcommittee, that it deal with the
referred to in the third and fourth alternatives to Rule 1 .5(h)v of the
concepts of unj ust enrichment

proposal-

-

and quantum meruit, mentioned in the course of the Committee's discussion, He
asked how the lawyer could argue that he benetitted the client if the engagement were terminated before
completion of the services. What is the benefit to the client in an engagement for the drafting of a will
if the engagement is terminated after the lawyer accrues time receiving necessary information from the
client but before there is a drafting product? If we provide a rule for that circumstance, and the lawyer
can show compliance with that rule, then the rule will be of value to the lawyer, too, and not just to the

existing

ex-client.
The Chair noted that the subcommittee will not be bound by this discussion that the Committee
has had of the proposal in its existing form, when the proposal is returned to the subcommittee for further

work.
The Chair asked for the members' straw poll on the question of whether the rule should cover any
"flat fee" or only "flat fees" against which an advance deposit has been taken.
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By way of a discussion of the matter put to the straw poll, a member said that the rule should
it should not turn on whether there was an advanced
apply without regard to who holds the money
deposit against filture fees. The member suggested that a comment could be added to clarifo that some
of the rule's requirements would not apply if there were no advanced deposit against future fees, if there
were, indeed, some such provisions in the final version of the rule. And, he added, there could be a
comment's reference to Rule 1.5(Ð.0
The straw vote was taken, the members voting that the subcommittee should draft the rule to
cover all flat fee agreements rather than just those requiring an advanced deposit against future fees. A
member who was participating by conference telephone expressed his disagreement with that result,
saying any coverage ofthe case where there had been no advanced deposit would be over-regulation.
A member who was present in the room added his agreement with that position.
A member asked that the subcommittee give special consideration to consistency in terminology
among the comments to Rule 1 ,5, noting that existing Comments Uzl,U4), and [ 5] speak of "'flat fees"'
and "'lump-sum'fees."
Upon that warning, Cohen asked Michael H. Berger, who chairs the Court's standing committee
on the Rules of Civil Procedure, whether this Committee should be coordinating with that committee,
given the different terminology that is used in the rules governing contingency fees found in Chapter
23.3, C.R.C.P. Berger responded first by noting the oddity of having the contingency fee rules placed
in the C,R.C.P, ratherthan the Rules of Professional Conduct but then adding thatthis Committee should
confer with the other committee if it sees need for changes to coordinate terminology.
Responding to Berger's observations, the Chair said that a part of her sees a need for a joint
subcommittee of the two Rules Committees to look together at both the fixed/flat fee case and the
contingent fee case. But she added that this highly-functioning subcommittee ofthis Committee should
while keeping its eye on the
continue its useful work of developing a rule to deal with fixed/flat fees
contingency fee rules of Chapter 23.3.
The Chair added that the subcommittee certainly should also be looking at consistency within
the Rule 1.5 comments,
Sudler asked whether the Committee had yet developed a sense about whether the proposed rule

should provide a form for the fixed fee agreemen| was that a premature question? Cohen added that,
if the Committee thinks a form should be íncluded, then it should consider the content of that form.
James C. Coyle, Attorney Regulation Counsel, responded by referring to an existing proactive
management group and its awareness that small-frrm practitioners want guidance in this area. It would
help them to provide them with forms for these kinds of agreements.

4.

Rule 1.5(f) reads-

(Ð

Fees are not earned

until the lawyer confers a benefit on the client or performs

a

legalservicefortheclient. Advancesofunearnedfeesarethepropertyoftheclientand
shall be deposiled in the lawyer's trust account pursuant to Rule l. I 5(Ð( I ) until earncd.
lf advances of unearned flees are in thc form of property other than funds, then the
lawyer shall hold such propefty separate lrom the lawyer's own propçfiy pursuant to

Rule L l5(a).

-Secretary
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The Chair asked for the Committee's response to the question of whether the Committee should
now seek a joint effort with the Standing Committee on the Rules of Civil Procedure. Berger, the chair
of that other committee, suggested that the two committees ask the Court to move the contingency fee
rules from the C.R.C.P. to the C.R.P.C.; they are wholly out of place in the Rules of Civil Procedure.
Berger recalled, without characterizing the occasion, that once before this Committee belatedly went to
the other committee with concerns about the contingency fee rules.
The Chair and Berger agreed that they would jointly write a request to the Court to move the
contingency fee rules from the C.R.C.P. to the C.R.P.C.
To the Chair's question, Sudler suggested that this Committee should not now take up the content
of a proposed form for flat fee agreements; the subcommittee has this Committee's comments on the form
from earlier Committee meetings, from which it can work. The Chair concurred, noting that the content
of any proposed form might well depend on decisions still to be made about the substantive content of
proposed Rule 1.5(h), including whether or not the rule will deal only with agreements that require

advanced deposits against future fees.

A member said she thinks there should be an alternative to deal with the case in which the client
does not dispute a portion of the fees claimed by the lawyer upon a premature termination of the
engagement but does dispute other parts of the lawyer's claim. In that circumstance, may the lawyer
retain the undisputed portion and pursue quantum meruit for the balance? She reads the Gilbert decision
to say that the lawyer may do so in that case, but she does not see that circumstance covered in the
subcommittee' proposed rule.
The Chair responded by recallingthat, atthe Committee's forty-third meeting, on April 29,2016,
collect
the undisputed portion
it had determined that the lawyer should be permitted to retain
- or
in that case, A member recalled having thus proposed that the lawyer could take the undisputed portion
of the fees into the operating accounts as payment.

As the discussion drew to a close, the Chair invited each of the members to communicate with
subcommittee chairs Cohen and Sudler if they had ideas to contribute to the subcommittee as it worked
further on the proposal.

IV.

Støtus of COLTAF Rules Amendments

The Chair reported that she has submitted to the Court the Committee's proposal for a new
Rule l.l5B(k), a new Comment [7] to Rule 1.154, and new Rule l.l5D(aXlXC), as approved at the
Committees' forty-third meeting, on April 29,2016. The proposal would permit lawyers to continue to
hold "orphaned funds" in their trust accounts or give them to COLTAF under certain circumstances. The
Court has asked that comments on the proposal be submitted to the Court by September 15,2016.

The Chair noted that Diana M. Poole, director of the Colorado Lawyers' Trust Account
Foundation, had sent her a gracious note of thanks for the Committee' proposal.

Both the Chair's submittal letter to the Court and Diana M. Poole's letter to the Chair were
included in the materials provided to the members for this meeting of the Committee.
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V.

Rule L6 and Information Regarding Legal Fees of Public Entities

At the Chair's request, David W. Stark reported that a subcommittee has been formed to consider
the addition of a comment to Rule 1.6 that would except, from the Rule 1,6 prohibition of a lawyer's
revealing client information, information regarding the totals of attorney fee billings and expenses
devoted to individual clients by public entities. Stark said that the subcommittee has had two meetings
and has formed working groups to consider various facets of the proposal. He noted that legislation or
couÉ rules regarding this matter have been proposed in Colorado and other jurisdictions, including the
submission of legislation in the 2016 Colorado General Assembly that was not enacted, and thatthe
matter has been considered in legal cases in other jurisdictions and in legal writings. Among the issues
are whether such a principle would be properly located within the Rules of Professional Conduct;
perhaps the matter should be dealt with by statute and then automatically included within the exception
of Rule L6(bX7) permitting disclosure of client information "to comply with other law."
Stark said the subcommittee has had "spirited discussion" and added that he has requested input
from the Colorado Attorney General and from the State Public Defender.

\/I,

Proposed Amendments to Rule

2.I and lts Comment[SJ Regarding Consideration of Children

in Parenting Disputes.

The Chair introduced Joan H, McWilliams, of McWilliams Mediation Group Ltd., to the
Committee, to discuss proposals to amend Rule 2.1 and its Comment [5].5 The proposed amendment to
Rule 2.1 would cause it to read (the proposed amendment is in italics) as follows:

In representing a client, a lawyer shall exercise independent professional
judgment and render candid advice. In rendering advice, a lawyer may refer
not only to law but to other considerations such as moral, economic, social and
political factors, that may be relevant to the client's situation, In a matter
involving the allocation of parenlal rights and responsibilities, an attorney
should advise the client of the importance of minimizing the adverse impact
that parental conflict can hqve on the minor children. In a matter involving or
expected to involve litigation, a lawyer should advise the client of alternative
forms of dispute resolution that might reasonably be pursued to attempt to
resolve the legal dispute or to reach the legal objective sought.
And the proposed amendment to Comment [5] to Rule 2.1 would cause it to read (the proposed
amendment is in italics) as follows:
[5] In general, a lawyer is not expected to give advice until asked by the client.
However, when a lawyer knows that a client proposes a course of action that
is likely to result in substantial adverse legal consequences to the client, the
lawyer's duty to the client under Rule 1.4 may require that the lawyer offer
advice if the client's course of action is related to the representation. Similarly,
when a matter involves the allocation of parental rights and responsibilities,
it may be necessary under Rule 1.4 to inform the client of the importance of
minimizing the qdverse impact that parental conflict can hwe on minor
children. Likewise, when a matter is likely to involve litigation, it may be
necessary under Rule L4 to inform the client of forms of dispute resolution that
might constitute reasonable alternatives to litigation. A lawyer ordinarily has
no duty to initiate investigation of a client's affairs or to give advice that the

5.

McWilliams proposal was set forth in

a memorandum that was included

with the materials the Chair provided

[o the Committee f'or this meeting, beginning on p. l5 of the materials.
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client has indicated is unwanted, but a lawyer may initiate advice to a client
when doing so appears to be in the client's interest.

McWilliams began her disculssion with the statement that a lawyer engaged in a matter involving
conflict between parents of minor children should advise the lawyer's client of the adverse impact that
the conflict may have on those children, notwithstanding it is the parent, and not those children, who is
thelawyer'sclientintheengagement. Manypractitionersinmatrimonialpractice,shesaid,consideronly
the interests of their client, the parent, and do not undertake to provide cautions for the benefrt of the
minor children.
The proposed amendment would tell such practitioners that they "should" advise their clients of
"the importance of minimizing the adverse impact' ofthe parental conflict on the children. McWilliams
stressed that the amended rule would not establish an absolute requirement that such advice be given.

McWilliams reported that the concept contained in the proposals was adopted by the American
Academy of Matrimonial Lawyers in 2000 and that the specific proposals were approved by the
Colorado Bar Association Family Law Section executive council in March 2016, As explained in her
memorandum, which was included in the materials provided to the Committee for this meeting, the
Colorado Bar Association Ethics Committee considered the proposals in May 2016 and, although
disapproving of any amendment to the text of Rule 2.1, approved an amendment to Comment [5] of the
rule such as that she now proposed to this Committee.6

6.

From the approved minutes ofthe meeting of the Colorado Bar Association Ethics Committee on May 21,2016
proposed
amendments to Rule 2.1 and its Comment [5] that the Ethics Committee considered are the same as those
[the
considered by this Committee at this fbrty-fourth meetingl:
Joan

McWilliams was here

as a guest and

representativs ofthe Family Law Section

to ask the Committee's approval to proposed amendment to Colo. RPC 2.1, This
proposed amendment was discussed in the section for over

a

year. It was tabled because

of çoncerns about third party liability, or reduction of the strict privify rule. The
Colorado Supreme Court decided the Baker v. Wood, Ris & Hames case and affirmed
the strict privity rule. So that may be less of a concem now, The proposed amendment
would change Rule 2. I to include language providing: "ln a matter involving the

allocation ofparental rights and responsibilities, an attomey should advise the client of
the importance of minimizing the advçrse impact that parental conflict can have on the
minor children." Ms. McWilliams discussed the bases for the proposed changes of the
rule and the need for the proposed changes. She believes that the proposed amendment
covered the previous objections 1o the proposal. There was a discussion about whether
these proposed changes were needed. Discussion among many members of the
committee that the language was good. Others discussed why this was needeci if this
was a best practice, as opposed to an ethical requirement. In response, a member
suggested that there are many lawyers who are just hanging their shingle out of law
school and this gives those kind of lawyers good guidance. Others discussed the fact
that the language would fit better in a comment to the rule rather than in the black letter
of the rule. Some discussed how divorce cases are handled and that thçre are courses
ordered to attçmpt to ensure that parents minimize the adverse impact of the divorce on
the fàmily. The paper here in the ethics packet, which has underlining, is just for
illustrative purposes. It is not part of the proposal. Motion was made to approve the
changes to the comment, but not changes to the rule. Motion was seconded. Discussion
about whether the language in the proposed comment, which suggests that informing
the client "may be necessary under Colo. RPC L4" should be removed and the language
in thc rule should bç moved to the commgnt, Members discussed whether "should" is
equivalent to "may be necessary." Another member believed that the word "should"
should remain and the provision should be in the comment rather than the rule.
Another proposed amendmçnt would be to cross-reference Colo. RPC L L This
friendly amendment. Motion proposed to amend the motion to include language
that in interacting with other counsel in a divorce matter, the lawyer should minimize
the impact thal parental conflict can have on minor children in the lawyer's interactions
was

a

(continued,,,)
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Following McWilliams' presentation, a member asked whether the proposals were intended to
give their clients the
require lawyers to take an action they would not be likely to take otherwise
referenced advice about the harm of conflict to minor children
or were intended, instead, to give
lawyers permission to take that action when they now feel they may not do so under the current rule.
McWilliams said she appreciated the distinction contained in the question and responded that she
believes it is the latter. In her view, the Supreme Court's decision in Baker v. Wood, Ris & Hames,T
affirming the "strict privity rule," clarified that lawyers may provide such advice to a parent without
incurring liability to the non-client, the child, so that the proposals, if contained in the Rules of
Professional Conduct issued by the Court, would confirm that the specifìed advice might be given

without incurrence of liability to the children.

A member asked the Chair whether a subcommittee would be appointed to consider these
proposals, so that discussion would not be appropriate at this time. The Chair indicated that current
discussion of the proposals would be appropriate now, and the member proceeded to state her objection
to the proposals. The proposals would deviate from the Model Rules of Professional Conduct that have
been the base for the Colorado rules; and it would inject an unenforceable concept that a lawyer "should"
take a specific action, "should" give specific advice to a client in a particular circumstance. Additionally,
the member thought it inappropriate to burden the rules with a specificity that applied to only one
practice area within the legal profession, as this would apply only to family law practice,
Further, the member said, the proposals were directed at changing the conduct of clients, not
regulating the conduct of lawyers: It is the parent who might adversely affect the child by inappropriate
behavior, She noted thatjurisdictions commonly provide parenting classes to follow divorces and added
that the adverse effects on children that can come from parental strife are not dependent not the existence
of a marriage but can come, too, from unwed parents. The member believed that the proposals would
notbeeffectivetochangethebehaviorofthose-theparents-whosebehaviorwasofconcern. The
parenting programs already exist; those parents who do nottake advantage of those programs are the
ones likely to behave improperly, with or without this advice from the lawyers, The member concluded
her remarks by noting that over seventy percent of marriage dissolution cases are filed pro se and, so,
do not present the possibility for such advice from counsel.
Another member clarifred that sixty-five percent ofcases involving parenting issues proceed with
neither party being represented by counsel,

6.

(,..continued)
with other counsel in the divorce proceeding. Others expressed the concern that this
dilutes the obligations to clients. Specifically, the proposed amendment would be to
take the proposed I language in the rule and: (l) change it to say: "in a matter
involving the allocation ofparental rights and responsibilities an attorney should attempt
to minimize the adverse impact that parental conflict can have on the minor children;"
and (2) move that language to the comment. There was a discussion that maybe the
proposal should be to another rule.
Motion to table because there arc multiple, potentially conflicting alternatives that
are being discussed. Motion to table was carried.

-Secretary

7.

Baker v. Wood, Ris

&

Hames, Professional Corporation, 364 P.3d 872,874 (Colo. 2016).
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To these points, McWilliams agreed thatthe proposals would not "catch all cases," but she noted
that many cases do proceed with counsel and concluded that, in those cases, the suggestion contained
in the "should" admonition could be helpful. She added that the term "should" is already found in
Rule 2.1, in its admonition that, "ln a matter involving or expected to involve litigation, a lawyer should
advise the client of alternative forms of dispute resolution that might reasonably be pursued to attempt

to resolve the legal dispute or to reach the legal objective sought."
A member expressed his desire that the Chair appoint a subcommittee to consider the proposals,
and the Chair said that she would do so, in part in recognition of the limited attendance of members at
this meeting. She had concluded that, given the breadth of outside support for the proposals, it was
incumbent on this Committee to give the matter due consideration. If, as had been suggested, this is not
appropriate for a rule or comment but might, instead, be the subject of an opinion of an ethics committee,
that could be the result of such due consideration. The Chair said she would circulate a sign-up sheet
for membership on such subcommittee and would welcome the participation of non-Committee members
such as McWilliams.

VIL
Pr ofes

Proposed Amendment
s ionalism and C ivi lity. "

to

C.R.C.P. Rule

l2l

Adding S 1-27, "Judicial Expectations for

The Chair invited Judge Michael H. Berger, who chairs the Colorado Supreme Court's standing
committee on the Colorado Rules of Civil Procedure, to discuss a proposal to add a new section, $ 1-27,
to Rule 121 of the Rules of Civil Procedure. The proposal was set forth in the materials provided to the

Committee for this meeting.
Berger began by saying the proposal had been submitted to the C.R.C.P. standing committee just
a couple of weeks preceding this forty-third meeting of this Committee, althor.rgh it had begun within a
joint effort of the Colorado Bar Association and the Denver Bar Association Professionalism
Coordinating Council. The C.R.C.P. standing committee has itself scheduled what Berger characterized
as a "philosophical discussion" of the matter at its September 2016 meeting. Berger said that Judge John
R. Webb would chair the C.R.C.P. consideration, which would be fortunate because of Webb's
participation on both rules committees.
But, Berger added, he wanted toknow whatthis commiltee thought, preliminarily, ofthe addition
concept within the C.R.C.P. He said he had met with Judge Jonathon Shamis, who had
unusual
of this
chaired the subcommittee of the CBA/DBA Professionalism Coordinating Council, to gather as much
information as he could in advance of the September meeting of the C.R.C.P. standing committee. And,
he said, at the Office of Attorney Regulation Counsel, Coyle is aware of the proposal
Coyle then said that the proposal has been discussed at the national level ofbar regulators for a
long time, for the professional conduct rules do not provide for "civility" and the bar regulators do not
have jurisdiction to respond to the complaints they receive about lawyers' incivility. The best response
they can now ofïer is the advice to "go to your professional group" and discuss the problem there. Coyle
spoke about this matter at a conference in Wyoming in 2014, finding there that the judges wanted
something in the rules applicable to cases in their courtrooms by which they could quickly and
effectively respond to incivility, something that would enable them to apply sanctions for incivility in
their courtrooms, without entry of the matter into a record or required forwarding of the matter to the
disciplinary regulators. Wyoming has had such a rule of civil procedure for four years, enabling judges
to make reference to the rule in case management orders and to cite the rule when dealing with
in their couftrooms; Wyoming judges have said that the rule has had a positive effect.
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Coyle added that this proposal was taken before the CBA/DBA Professionalism Coordinating
Council and there received broad approval; he noted that the council has about 140 members, of whom
about thirty participate at its monthly meetings, He added that the proposal is not intended to be invoked
in specific cases pending before the OARC and is not intended to impose a reporting requirement under
Rule 8.3 on judges who encounter uncivil conduct in their courtrooms.

A member asked what is the problem that the proposal is intended to solve: Do judges believe
they do not have the authority to sanction or admonish lawyers for uncivil behavior? If a lawyer receives
such a sanction in the course of the proceeding, would the OARC believe that it had an obligation to
commence disciplinary proceedings against the lawyer?
Noting those are good questions, Coyle said he has learned from chief judges that they are
seeking some base that is uniform, a base that they can comfortably apply as a matter of protocol. The
judges are concerned about establishing their own, differing protocols for their couftrooms. He added
that, to his surprise, there is also a concern about the adverse implications, to the judges themselves
within the judicial performance review system, of their criticism of lawyer misconduct
- the concem
of adverse effect on judicial performance ratings. There is a belief that the uniformity offered by a
statement of a standard in a rule would permit the judges to deal with civility issues in their courtrooms
without being singled out for subsequent criticism in the ratings process.
The member who had asked what was the problem to be solved then noted that, if a judge has
ruled that the lawyer has violated this rule, as proposed, by inappropriate conduct, that must necessarily
result in a "knowing violation" of Rule 3.6(c) and subject the lawyer to discipline by the OARC. The
member understood the judges'concerns about the adverse impact of sanctions for incivility in their
courtrooms, absent a rule to point to as the basis for such sanction, but the member would be concerned
that this proposal could have unintended consequences ofthis sort.

Coyle replied that he appreciated the reference to Rule 3.6, but the OARC cannot pursue
discipline without proof of the lawyer's requisite knowledge of the violation; accordingly, cases of this
sort would not be of high priority for that office. He added that, "lf a judge says, 'Stop that,' we already
review those cases."
Another member followed up on the concerns just expressed, asking Coyle whether this rule, if
adopted, would just be a "back door" into the OARC for a lawyer who did not like the conduct of
opposing counsel. Coyle replied that he hoped that would not occur and that, if it did, the proposed
comment,

readingAction taken under this practice standard does not constifute discipline as
contemplated by C.R.C.P. 25l.6,nor does imposition of a sanction under this
practice standard preclude the reporting of an attomey's misconduct to the
Óffice of Attorney Regulation Counsel. The sanctions applicable under this
practice standard may be imposed independently or in conjunction with other
available remedies,

-would

enable the office easily to resolve the matter

To that, the member who had asked the question suggested that the comment Coyle cited says
just the opposite of his proposition: It says thatthe imposition of a sanction by the judge would not
preclude the reporting of misconduct to the OARC. Should, he asked, the cited text instead read,
"imposition of a sanction under this practice standard is not intended to lead to a reporting of an
attorney's misconduct to the OARC"?
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Another member, who had not previously spoken to the proposal, acknowledged that his own
strong feelings about rules of "professionalism" and "civility" were well known and then said that he
strongly opposed this proposal. If, as Coyle has said, this proposal is intended to address conduct that
is not now subject to discipline under the Rules of Professional Conduct, then we should address that
conduct within the discipline context of those Rules and not under the procedural context of the Rules
ofCivilProcedure. Headdedthatheseesenoughbadconductamongjudges,andhesuggestedthatsuch
a rule be applied first to them, then maybe to lawyers. He added that C.R.P.C. 8.4(d), stating that "It is
professional misconduct for a lawyer to: . . . (d) engage in conduct that is prejudicial to the administration
ofjustice," should suffice to take care of the problems posited as reasons for this proposal. He could not
support this proposal unless and until he was convinced that there is an "absolute hole" in the Rules of
Professional Conduct in this regard.
To that, Coyle replied that the OARC has no intention of making "civility" or "professionalism"
of this sort a topic within the Rules of Professional Conduct, It is not the OARC's goal to become

involved in professionalism issues.
The member who had just articulated his strong opposition to the proposal said that he had twice
been held in contempt of court for pushing the boundaries and not being courteous when serving as a
public defender in his youth. He could envision a judge who would apply this rule of civilprocedure
when the judge did not like the course counsel was taking with a case, and that would harm both clients
and justice; in his view, this rule's potential for abuse by a judge would be too dangerous to permit the
rule to exist.

Another member who had not previously spoken to the proposal added the observation that the
greater the substance of the dispute being litigated the more the lawyers are contentious; and, when
counsel are being loud or vigorous, they fail to monitor themselves, but they can observe their opponents
acting inappropriately and will invite the court to sanction those opponents under the proposed rule if
it is adopted. The rule would be invoked in very subjective circumstances, and, therefore, it would be
difficult to assure that the rule would be appropriately applied. He agreed that it would be dangerous to
invite judges to use such a rule for "mere discourtesy." Judges can control their courtrooms; they are
already given training in how to use their powers and to use those powers sparingly. He recalled a case
arising in Colorado Springs in which a judge had issued an order on a matter; when the opposing counsel
raised the matter of couftesy,lhe judge was confronted with whether he was thereby precluded from
reconsidering his prior order,
Another member recalled a case in which the judge understood that a filing could be struck for
its offending language, while the filing lawyer was given leave to refile without the offending language.
The member noted that judges are overworked and could use this proposed rule to "act out."
The member who had referred to the Colorado Springs case pointed to the references in the
proposal to taking up undue amounts of time and forecast that the proposal would permit judges to deny
particular filings by saying, "That is a waste of time; I already know where I stand on that matter,"
depriving the lawyer of the opportunity to perform his duty to his client to make the specifìc argument
to the judge.
Noting that the Committee would not be able to give any specific input about the proposal to the
C.R.C,P. standing committee before the latter committee's September meeting, the Chair asked Berger
what response he would like from the Committee at this meeting. Berger replied that he simply had
wanted to collect ideas from this kind of discussion before that September meeting. The Chair said she
would emphasize to absent members of this Committee that the matter had been discussed and suggest
to them that, if they had pertinent comments, to pass those comments on to Berger.
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Webb spoke to encourage members to participate in the Berger/Webb subcommifiee ofthe Civil
Rutes Committee when it takes up the proposal. Berger confirmed that suggestion, noting that there will
be a lengthy consideration of the proposal before the C.R.C.P. standing committee: Should this be a rule
al all? If so, what should it say?

VIIL

Adiournment; Next Scheduled Meeting'

The meeting adjourned at approximately I l:40 a.m. The next scheduled meeting of the
Committee will be on Friday, November 4, 2016, beginning at 9:00 a.m., in the Supreme Court
Conference Room.
RBSPPCTPUILY SUBMITTED,

?-7
Anthony van Westrum, SecretarY
[These submitted minutes have not yet been approved by the Committee.]
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STATE OF COLORADO
2 EAST FOURTEENTH AVENUE

DEI.MR, COLORADO 80203
72ù625-5ffiO
Mlchael H. Berger
Judge

August

II,

2OL6

Honorable Nathan B. Coats
Liaison Justice, Colorado Supreme Court Standing Committee on
the Colorado Rules of Professional Conduct
Honorable Allison Eid,
Liaison Justice, Colorado Supreme Çourt civil Rules Committee
Honorable Monica Márquez,
Liaison Justice, Colorado Supreme Court Standing Committee on
the Colorado Rules of Professional Conduct
Re: Reallocation of responsíbility for the Contingent Fee Rules,
Chapter 23.3, C.R.C.P.

Dear Justices Coats, Eid, and Márquez:

By this letter, the Colorado Supreme Court Standing Committee on
the Colorado Rules of Professional Conduct (Professional Conduct
Cornmittee) and the Colorado Supreme Court Civil Rules Committee
(Civil Rules Committee) jointly request that the Court reallocate the

STANDING COMMITTEE 19

responsibility for the Colorado Rules on Contingent Fees from the
Civil Rules Committee to the Professional Conduct Committee.
The reasons for this request are:

1. The Rules Governing Contingent

Fees (Contingent Fee Rutes)
currently are found in,Chapter 23.3, C.R.C.P. (They are not
easy to find.) As such, the Civil Rules Committee historically
has exercised responsibility for those rules. However, on at

least two previous occasions when amendments to those rules
were thought advisable, the Court appointed an ad-hoc
committee to address such changes. After the ad-hoc
commíttee completed its work, its recommendations \Mere
presented to the Civil Rules Committee for consíderation and
recommendations to the Court. The adoption of the
Contingent Fee Rules and (we believe) all of the amendments
to those rules antedate the formation of the Professional
Conduct Committee.
2. At the Court's request in Matter of Gilbert, 2015 CO 22 n.L2,
the Professional Conduct Committee is considering the
promulgation of rules to regulate fixed fee agreements between
lawyers and clients. It is likely that these rules proposals,
which we expect the Professional Conduct Committee to
recommend be included in Rule 1.5(f) of the Rules of
Professional Cond.uct, will also contain a proposed form for flat
fee engagements. It is likely that the Professional Conduct
Committee will propose that the form be contained ín a new
appendix to the Rules of Professional Conduct,
3. If the Ru1es of Professional Conduct are amended to include a
form for fixed fee engagements, it makes logical sense that the
proposed form for contingent fee engagements (and perhaps
the rules themselves) now contained in Chapter 23,3 of the
Civil Rules be located in the same place.
4. In the course of considering a ne\rù rule to regulate flat fee
agreements, the Professional Conduct Committee has observed
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that the Rules of Professional Conduct and the Contingent
Rules variously refer to fees paid in advance in a

Fee

predetermined amount as t'flat fees,'l "fixed fees," and t'lumpsum fees." The Civil Rules Committee and the Professional
Conduct Committee believe it would be useful to recommend
the adoption of uniform terminologr in the two sets of rules,
which would be more easily accomplished if the Court were to
transfer responsibility for the Contingent Fee Rules to the
Professional Conduct Committee.
5. The Rules of Professional Conduct already extensively regulate
fee agreements between lawyers and clients. Other than the
Contingent Fee Ru1es, the Rules of Civil Procedure do not
regulate fee agreements between lawyers and clients.
6. Many members of the Professional Conduct Committee have
extensive experience and expertise with the ethical and
practical considerations of lawyer-client fee agreements,
including both fixed fee and contingent fee agreements. In
contrast, fewer members of the Civil Rules Committee have
such experience or expertise.

Respectfully submitted,

Marcy G. Glenn, Chair
Colorado Supreme Court
Standing Committee on the
Colorado Rules of Professional
Conduct

L^l
Michael H. Berger,
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Colorado Supreme Court Civil
Rules Committee
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Marcy G. G|enn
Phone (303) 295-8320
Fax (303) 97s-5475

ã

mglenn@hollandhart.com

October 3,2016

Christopher T. Ryan
Clerk of the Supreme Court
2 East 14th Avenue
Denver, CO 80203

Re:

Proposed Amendments to colo. RPc 1.154, 1.158, and 1.15D

Dear Mr. Ryan:

I write as Chair of the Court's Standing Committee on the Rules of Professional
Conduct. In lieu of additional comments, the Standing Committee relies on (a) my
June 6, 20!6 letter to Justices Coats and Márqu ez, (b) the August 7 , 2Al5 letter and
attachments from the proponents of the amendments to the Standing Committee
(attached as Exhibit C tolfre June 6 letter), and (c) the subcommittee's April 22,2016
report (attached as Exhibit D to the June 6 letter).
In the event the Court receives comments opposing the proposed amendments,
the Standing Committee requests the Court to schedule a hearing in which
representatives of the proponents and the Standing Committee could address any
concerns voiced by other commenters.
Respectfully,

. Glenn, Chair
Supreme Court Standing Committee
Col
on the Rules of Professional Conduct

MGG:ko
cc: Standing Committee on the Rules of Professional Conduct (via email)

Holland&Hafi up
Phone [303] 295-8000 Fax [303] 295-8261 www.hollandhart com
55517rhstreet su¡re3200 Denver,CO80202 Mail¡ngAddress PO.Box8749 Denver,CO W2O1'8749
SantaFe Wash¡ngton,D.C.õ
Aspen Boulder Caßonc¡ty Coloradosprlngs Denvet DenverlechCenter Bllllngs Bo¡Je CheyenneJaclconHoþ Lasvegas Reno saltLakecity
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Marcy G. Glenn

HonANne.H¡.nr"

Phone 303-295-8320
Fax 303-975-5475

T i-{ Ë l- A \,V () t,i l' w E Li'f

mglenn@hollandhaû'com

June 6,2016

The Honorable Nathan B. Coats
Colorado Supreme Court
2 East l4th Avenue
Denver, CO 80203
The Honorable Monica Marquez
Colorado Supreme Court
2Bast 14th Avenue
Denver, CO 80203

WA EMAIL AND U.S, MAIL
Proposed Amendments to Rule 1.158 and Comment to Rule 1.154 of the Colorado
Rules of Professional Conduct

Re:

Dear Justices Coats and Márquez:
Standing Committee on the Colorado Rules of Professional
proposed amendments
Conduct (the Standing Committee), which is recommending the following
Conduct
to Rule t . t Sn and the-Comment to Rule l. 1 5A of the Colorado Rules of Professional

i write on behalf of the Court's
(Colo, RPC).

Bar
By letter dated August 7,2015,the Colorado Access to Justice Commission, the Colorado
(collectively, the
Association, and tñe Colorado Lu*y"r Trust Account Foundation (COLTAF)
COLTAF
(the
Orphaned
proponents) proposed amendmentsìo Colo. RPC 1.158 and 1.15D
to lawyers and law
Furrds Amenàmànts) to accomplish two purposes: (1) to provide direction
of the
firms regarding the áisposition of funds in iOffnf accounts where the proper recipient
administration
(2)
the.
to serve
funds .*rrot bã identified or, if identified, cannot be located; and
legal aid delivery
Colorado's
for
resources
much-needed
oijurtior by providing additíonal,
system.

to study
At the Standing Committee's October 16,2015 meetinç, asubcommittee was formed
the full
to
reported
subcommittee
The
the proposed oirphaned cOLT/rF Funds Amendments.l

t Standing Committee member Alec Rothrock chaired the subcommittee. Additional members
Jamie
were Stañding Committee members Ruthanne Polidori, Boston Stanton, Matt samuelson,
practitioner
(ap{y1te
sudler, and Anthony van westrum, and non-members David Kirkpatrick
(COLTAF Director),
in Durango), Diana-poole (COLTA'F's Executive Director), Mark Schmidt
firm)'
and Couñney Shephard (an associate at Mr. Rothrock's

lloll¡ndtH¡rt ur
Phon.
555

1303t

295{000 FaxJlßlZgslgÑl wsw.holllndftrr.cdlt

lTthstr€et Sslt 3200 Drnllr,Co t)2O2 MeilingAddress P'O'8ox0749

DGr$Êr'CO Ctæ1"87|9

J.ck$ltdG L¿lvag$
Aspm loulds crloncty €otor.rþsprfEF D.ñver odilrrTKhc.ntr ltlltlqE lolrr chrtðnc

RGno

Sctl'atcclty sant'F€ lflbshlñgton'DcÊ
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The HonorableNathan B. Coats
The Honorable Monica Márquez
June 6,2016

HorrnND&HARï-ã

Page2

Standing Committee at its January 29,2016 and April29,2016 meetings. At the April meeting,
the subõmmittee submitted a briêf report with two proposed new rule provisions and one
proposed new comment, which the fuÍ Standing Comrnittee voted to recommend to the Couf,
with minor edits. On lvlay 3 l,Z0l6,after furthãr discussions, the Standing Committee voted to
recommend further amendments to thc Court. Word documents preparcd by Jenny Moore,
containing clean and redlined versions of the proposed Orphaned COLTAF Funds Amendments,
are attaohed as, respectively, Exhibits A and B.

tll

amendments initially proposed by
The proposed amendments differ in some respects fiom
the Éroionents. However, we have been advised that the Proponents support the proposed
Orphaned COLTAF Fr¡nds Amendments'
7,
For further background on the proposed amendments, I refer you to the Proponents' August
2015 letter and attachments, which are attached as Exhibit C, and to the subcommittee's
April22,2016 report, which is attached as Exhibit D.

The Standing Committee respectfully asks the Court to favorably consider the proposed
judgment as to-whether it is
Orphaned Cót fAf Funds Amendments. We defer to the Court's
apiropriate to request comments and/or to schedule these proposed amendm""lt- fot hearing'
fió**"t, we notä ttrat therc is some urgency to adoption of the amendments. The Standing
Committee was advised by practitioners and regulators alike that this problem confronts lawyers
with some regularity. Prwiously, Colorado Bar Association Ethics Committee Formal
,'Funds of Missing Clients," advised that unclaimed trust funds may be
Opinion 95, Jntitled
et seq,
considerod abandoned property under the Unclaimed Property Act, C.R.S. $$ 38-13-101,
exempts
biJl
a
However, last year the-General Assembly passed, and the Governor signed,
_that
orphanedCOLTAF funds from the Act; thls bill appears as an attaohment to Exhibit C. At its
lawyers
fnluy ZOf O meefing, the Ethics Committee withdrew Formal Opinion 95. As a_result,
funds
unolaimed
cunently have no guidance, much less definitive rules, regarding howto handle
in their trust accounts.
Sincerely,

tIP

MGG:ko
Enclosure
Chris Markman, Esq. (via email, w/enclosures)
Melissa Meirink, Esq. (via email, w/enclosures)
Jenny Moore, Esq. (via email, denclosures)

cc:

8775955_l
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The HonorableNathan B. Coats
The Honorable Monica Mfuquez

HonAND&HARn-ã
bcc:

June 6,2016
Page 3

Áu" Standing Committee Members (via email, w/enclosures) '
Diana M. Poole, Esq

8775955_l
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EXHIBIT A
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Rute 1.154. General Duties of Lawyers Regarding Property of Clients and Third Parties
(a)

-

(d) [No CHAIYGEI

COMMENT
[1]

- t6l [No cHA¡tGEl

RPC 1'158ft), will
[7] What constitutes "reasonable efforts," within the meaning of Colo.
depend on whether the lawyer does not know the identity of the owner of certain funds held in a
not the owner's
COLTAF account, or the lawyer knows the identity of the oìvner of the funds but
'When
the lawyer
personal
representative.
location or the location of a deceased owner's heirs or
does not know the identity of the oïvner of the funds or a deceased owner's heirs orpersonal
representative, reasonable efforts include an audit of the COLTAF account to determine how and
when the funds lost their association to a particular owner or o\ryners, and whether they constitute
attorneys' fees earned by the lawyer or expenses to be reimbursed to the lawyer or a third person.
When the lawyer knows the identity but not the location of the owner of the funds or the location
of the owner's heirs or personal representative, reasonable efforts include attempted contact
using last known contact information, reviewing the file to identify and contact third parties who
may know the location of the owner or the owner's heirs or personal representative, and
conducting internet searches. After making reasonable but unsuccessful efforts to identify and
locate the owner of the funds or the o\ryner's heirs or personal representative, a lawyer's decision
to continue to hold funds in a COLTAF or other trust account, as opposed to remitting the funds
to COLTAF, does not relieve the lawyer of the obligation to maintain records pursuant to Rule
1.1sD(aXl)(A) or to determine whether it is appropriate to maintain the funds in a COLTAF
account, as opposed to a non-COLTAF trust account, pursuant to Colo. RPC 1.158(b). When
COLTAF has made a refund to a lawyer following the lawyer's determination of the identity and
the location of their owner or the identity and location of the owner's heirs orpersonal
representative, the lawyer's obligations with respect to those funds are set forth in Colo. RPC
t.lSA or are subject to applicable probate procedures or orders. The disposition of unclaimed
funds held in the COLTAF account of a deceased lawyer is to be determined in accordance with

written procedures published by COLTAF.
Rule 1.158. Account Requírements
(a)

-

(i) [No CHANGE]

discovers that the lawyer does not know the identity or the location of the owner
of funds held in the lawyer's COLTAF account, or the lawyer discovers that the owner of the
funds is deceased, the lawyer must make reasonable efforts to identify and locate the owner or
the owner's heirs or personal representative. It after making such efforts, the lawyer cannot
determine the identity or the location of the owner, or the orilneros heirs or personal
representative, the lawyer must either (l) continue to holdthe unclaimed funds in a COLTAF or

(k) If a lawyer

other trust account or (2) remit the unclaimed funds to COLTAF in accordance with written
procedures published by COLTAF and available through its website or upon request. A lawyer
iemitting unclaimcd funds to COLTAF must keep a record of the remittance pursuant to Rule
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1.15D(a)(1)(C). If, after remitting unclaimed funds to COLTAF, the lawyer determines both the
identity and the location of the owner or the owner's heirs or personal representative, the lawyer
shall request a refund for the benefit of the owner or the owner's estate, in accordance with
written procedures that COLTAF shall publish and make available through its website and shall
provide upon request.

Rule 1.15D. Required Records
(a) A lawyer shall maintain, or shall cause the lawyer's law firm to maintain, in a current status
and shall retain or cause the lawyer's law firm to retain for a period of seven years after the event
that they record:

(l) An appropriate

record-keeping system identifying each separate person for whom the lawyer
or the law firm holds funds or other property and adequately showing the following:

(A) For each trust account the date and amount of each deposit; the name and address of each
payor of the funds deposited; the name and address of each person for whom the funds are held
and the amount held for the person; a description of the reason for each deposit; the date and
amount of each charge against the trust account and a description of the charge; the date and
amount of each disbursement; and the name and address of each person to whom the
disbursement is made and the amount disbursed to the person.

(B) For each item of property other than funds, the nature of the property; the date of receipt of
the property; the name and address of each person from whom the property is received, the name
and address of each peÍson for whom the property is held and, if interests in the property are held
by more than one person, a statement of the nature and extent of each person's interest in the
property, to the extent known; a description of the reason for each receipt; the date and amount
of each charge against the property and a description of the charge; the date of each delivery of
the property by the lawyer; and the name and address of each person to whom the property is
delivered by the lawyer.

(C) For anyunclaimed funds remittedto COLTAF pursuant to Rule 1.158(k), the name and last
known address of the owner of the funds, if the owner of the funds is known; the date of death of
a deceased owner if the owner of the funds is known; the efforts made to identiff or locate the
orwner of the funds or a deceased owner's heirs or personal representative; the amount of the
funds remitted; the period of time during which the funds were held in the lawyer's or law firm's

COLTAF account; and the date the funds were remitted.
(2) Appropriate records of all deposits in and withdrawals from all other bank accounts
maintained in connection with the lawyer's legal services, specifically identiffing the date, payor,
and description of each item deposited as well as the date, payee, and purpose of each
disbursement;
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(3) Copies of all written communications setting forth the basis or rate for the fees charged by
the lawyer as required by Rule 1.5(b), and copies of all writings, if any, stating other terms of
engagement for legal services;
(4) Copies of all statements to clients and third persons showing the disbursement of funds or the
delivery of property to them or on their behalves;

(5) Copies of all bills issued to clients;
(6) Records showing payments to any persons, not in the lawyer's regular employ, for services
rendered or performed; and
(7) Paper copies or electronic copies of all bank statements and of all canceled checks.
(b)

-

(d) [No CHANGEI
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EXHIBIT B
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Rule 1.154. General Duties of Lawyers Regarding Property of Clients and Third Parties
(a)

-

(d) [No CHAFIGE]

COMMENT

tll - t6l [No CHANGEI
T/hsr!constitutes'.sreasonable effofts." witþin the megningof C.olo.' BPg 1.158ß). will
¿lepend pn whethcr the lawJer does not know the identitv of the ovmer of c9r.tain firnds heJd fui a
COLTAF account. pr the lau¡yer knouE tlrc idenÍity çf the o$nrer of the fi¡¡rdî þut nôt.the otuFi's
location or ttglocation of a deccas€d owne,r's heirs or per$ond rsprcsenüilive. \Iftlen the layfy€r
does not lsrow thg identitv of the gwner of tbe funds or a decead oïtFer's hêirs óU)ersonal
reprcsentative-r,snsonabþ,effo*s inclqdq an gUdit of thgSOLTA[ account to determine how and
when tlle.fuirds lost theirgssoci¿tion tg a Ba¡,ticulaf owner or owners. arid whethef thoy constihrte

[ï

attorqeys',fe€s eâmed byjhe lav/]rer or cxpenses to be reimbursgl to the laT4'yer or a tbírdP€rs, on'
tv'hen thc,lpït¡yer lqmws the identity but not the locgtioLçf the o$îúer oftlÞ ftnds or thglocatiqn
ofttre ogner's hoirs gr personal re,præentative. reasonable efforts include atteüpted,cgntact
qsins læt known contâct information. revierr ing tbe fiþ to identin' âTd.contact third padies whp
may lglow the location of the o$'qer or the orener's heif.$,.or persondl$[€S'nta.tiye. and
condugting intemet qeæahes. After makine rçasoüable but-ltriËucpesstü.efforts to identiff and
lopate tbe orwner ofttre frmds or the o,wner'slreirs orJersoJral r,eprcseirt4tige. a.lawyer's decisipn
io continue to trot¿ nrnOs in ; COLÏ4F or other lrust account. as opposed to,remittitìe the ñ¡nds
to COLTAF. does not reliove ttre l¿wlpr of the obligation to mgirrtain records pursrrant to Rule
L.l5D(d(lX,A) of tg ietermine-tvhether it is.apprcpriate to maintsin ttþ-û¡rds in a COLTAJT
acsorgL,as o,ppq,Sçd to a nsn-CO.LTAF ürrst account. pursuant to Colo. RPC l.lSBfb). lvhen
CCIL!*F has made a refi¡nd to a lawyçr fonelrine the laEye¡'s determination of the ideptiW and
the lo,cgtion oftheir or¡,¡ner orthe identlty and location of th,e owner's heirs orggrsonal
repres€ntative. the lawyer's obliqations with resoect to thosg fi¡nds aÌe set forth in Colo. ßPC
l.l5A or are ¡ubject to applioableprobate orocedures or ord-ers. The diqposition of unclaiqed
fir[ds heldtin tbe COLTAF account of a deçeased lawygr is to be determined in ¿ccordance with

qritten procedtrles published bJ COLT'{F.
Rule 1.158. Account Requirements
(a)

ß)

- (i) [No CHANGEI
If

a larry.pr Ai.scovers tbât thp lawl,Br

do6lpt kno$'tltll identity or the locÊtion-of

thè o!\'ne{

of funds held in thç lqfyyerts COLTAF acçowrt or the lawy,sr digcov€r$ that the owner of the
ft¡nds iS dcceasçd. the lawl'er must mak,eJçaso, nable ellErts tqjdøtifr, mdlggâte the ordter or
tlhe oumer'-s hejrg or pcn$onal rçIlregmtativ€. If" after qflkin$ eucb ef,f,orts. the lawye-r ggnnot
detgqine the idegtit)r pr thefocation of the ounûcr. or the o\¡tner'¡ heif6 or P€rsonal
regrçsentative. tho hqryer {frust aithcr f l) coñtin$ to hgld thc,unclåimcd ft¡nds in a COLTAF or
other n$t accqunt or (2) reæ¡,g the unclaim.cd fi¡nds to COLTAF in accordanse with f'ritten
procøuræ
by, COLTAE Erd avaitable throuqn its website or u!,on,req¡g,st ¡ lgqwcr
r¿mittiqs unctàimd fr¡nds þ COLTAF must keeIt a resord$fÊhe tro.lthnce Pursuant to Rule

pub
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1.t5p(aXlXC). If. aftor remitting unclaimel funds to COLTAE

tlre.law.\ñer deterpines both the

identity and the locatiou of,the ownc-r ortÌ¡e owner's heirs or personål rcprerçentativç. the lauryer
shall request a refirnd for the bencfit oflbe owner or thg owne¡r's estate. in accordq0ce with
writtenprq$edur,es that COLTAF sbsll p¡Uish andmaks availaþle qhropgh its u¡ebsitç-and shaü
provide uoon reouest.

Rute L.15D. Required Records
(a) A lawyer shall maintain, or shall cause the lawyer's law firm to maintain, in a current status
and shall retain or cause the lawyer's law firm to retain for a period of seven years after the event
that they record:

(1) An appropriate record-keeping system identifying each separate person for whom the lawyer
or the law firm holds funds or other property and adequately showing the following:

of each deposit; the name and address of each
payor of the funds deposited; the name and address of each person for whom the funds are held
and the amount held for the person; a description of the reason for each deposit; the date and
amount of each charge against the trust account and a description of the charge; the date and
amount of each disbursement; and the name and address of each person to whom the
disbursement is made and the amount disbursed to the person.

(A) For

each trust account the date and amount

(B) For each item of property other than funds, the nature of the property; the date of receipt of
the property; the name and address of each person from whom the property is received, the name
and address of each person for whom the property is held and, if interests in the property are held
by more than one person, a staternent of the nature and extent of each person's interest in the
property, to the extent known; a description of the r€ason for each receipt; the date and amount
of each charge against the property and a description of the charge; the date of each delivery of
the property by the lawyer; and the name and address of each person to whom the property is
delivered by the lawyer.

(Cì For any uqgllpimed_fluds remitæd to COLTAF pursuant to Rule-l.15Bl.k), tlæ nåme and la$t
k¡rown address of the owng-r o-f the-firnds. if the owner of tbe funds is known: the date of death of
a deceased owner ilthe owner oftge fi¡nds is known: thçiffCIrts made to identitv or locate tho
owner of the ñmds or a deceased owner's heirs or personal ren!:-ese{rtative: the amoullt-of the
fi¡nds remitte4 tlçgqfigd of timg during which the funds were held in the lal.vJcrrs or lgw firm'q
CQLTALacsounÍ andthe date tlre fi¡nds ür€rgremitte4,
(2) Appropriate records of all deposits in and withdrawals from all other bank accounts
maintained in connection with the lawyer's legal services, specifically identifying the date, payar,
and description of each item deposited as well as the date, payee, and purpose of each
disbursement;
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(3) Copies of all written oommtmications setting forth the basis or rate for the fees charged by
terms of
the lawyer as required by Rule 1.5(b), and copies of all writings, if an¡ stating other
engagement for legal services;
(4) Copies of all statements to clients and third persons showing the disbursement of funds or the
delivery of property to them or on their behalves;
(5) Copies of all bills issued to clients;
(6) Records showing payments to anypersons, not in the lawyer's regular employ, for services
rendered or performed; and

(7) paper copies or electronic copies of all bank statements and of all canceled checks.
(b)

-

(d) [No CHANGE]
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EXHIBIT C
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colorødo

Access

to lustíce commíssíon
RËCEIVËü

August 7,2015

l'lolland & hlart

Au6

I 0 ?fi15

Marcy G. Glenn, Esq., Chair
Coloiado Supreme Court Standing Committee
on the Colõrado Rules of Professional Conduct
Holland & Hart
555 17th Süeet, Suite 3200
Denver, CO 80202
1.15 regarding unclaimed
Re: Proposed Amendmênts to Rule of Professional Conduct
fimds in COLTAF accounts

DearMs.GlennandMembersofthestandingCommittee:
Bar Association
The colorado Access to Justice commission (ATJC), the colorado
proposing
are
(COLTAF)
(CBA), and the Cotorado LawyerTru{ Account Foundation
1.158 and 1'15D' The purpose ofthe
amendments to colorad.o Rules of Prsfessional conduct
to lawyers and law firms rsgarding
proposed amendments is twofold: first, d provi{e d.irection
where the proper recipient of the fixrds cannot be
the disposition cf funds in coLTAF
tn* adminisüafion ofj'stice by
identifed or, if identified, cannot be located; and seconditg l"ru"
system'
u¿¿itiottut, much-needed resources for Çolorado's legal aid delivery

o**tr

;;;;iü"t

ATJC, the cBA' and
During the 2015 legislative session, with the support of the
exempts funds held
1'5-137t)that
COLTAF, the Colorado Legislaturc purrrá abill (Hout" niU
Act. The Govemor signed that
in COLTAF accounts from-Colorado's Unclaimed Property
new law represents the successful first step in a lwo-step
-"ur*, on May 29,2015. This
fi'rding plan for civil legal
prçcess to rcarize uprop*rt that was included ia a comprehensive
on
ptupu*ä by the ATJC Td ap_pryved by the CBA Board of Govemors
aíd" wbicb
unclaimed funds in COLTAF acoounts
November g,2AI3. Tt; p"t"p"sal was intended to capture
system'
Cãlorado's chronically under-fi¡nded legal aid delivery

**

to.upport

proposed amendments to GRPC
The second step in rcalinngthis proposal inv9lv9s-the
do with so-called "orphaned funds"
1.l5B and l.15D, which would clarifi'wnat tuwy"rs should
clarifrcation is particularly important
in their COLTAF u*o*tr in light of th. new law. This
for colorado lawyers on the subject is cBA
because the only guidance that ú cunentþ proÍded
directs rawyers tolhe unclaimed Properfy
Ethics opinion qs. Issued in tgg:, Ettrics öpinion 95
thatarcnominal in amount, and as
ari option *itn."rp.rt to unclaimed ciient funds
obviously
dealing with fi¡nds that are not nominal' The new law
potentially **auto[
ienders this guidance obsolete.
.

il;

*f*

7900

Grant Street, gthFloor,Denller

co

80203

o 303.860.7775
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an appropriate and bencficial rcsolution to the issue
amendments provide
processthan
r¡nts. fUeiñovide a símple¡, pore g3qliod
of orphaned fi¡nds in COLTAF
-This
ís¡æticularly importalt
the unolaimed prspe*y Acr
*arãval"uru æ uruy**
zuch as rl,ùen a fim
trarsitiou
of
bwause the issue of ärplu"ø frrnds can æise Ardi,g FTes
with the task of making final
dissolves or when a lafuer d,iEs ard somçone etse il lcn
the gccor¡n!. Directing these
disbursements from his ãr her coLTAF account and then olosing
heþinq
lawyers intfte orde,rly disposition of orphaned funds, thus
funds to COLTAF will
caü be
tbat
tíme yielding5venue
them beüer manage thsfu COLTAF åccounts, whiú at fhe same
in Colorado'
pot to productiveìrse mupporting civil legal assistance to the indigent

îhe proposcd

*ao

a

;rirt

well as copies of House Bill
or st¡lh¡teg in other
15-l37l,the CBA Board of Gàvemor's-Resolution' a chnrt of similar rules
at the proposed
arive
and resolved to
states, and a list of how certain issues were consïdered
rff'e have enclosed a copy of thc proposed amendments, as

amendments.
proposed

lfe respectñrlly request the Standing"trr"Commitee's prom¡* consideration of the
colomdo sùpreme court for its consideration and
amendmeüts, and yogireómmendation ù
and additional resor'lrces for
upproroa, in ärder to provide necessary guidance to the Bar
Colorado's civil legal aid delivery system'

Sincerely,

f,u¿a'r,*Å

q é-r***-

Frederick J. Baumann, Esq.
Chair, Colorado Access to Justice Commission

Loren M. Brown, Esq'
President, Colorado Bar Association

Susan P. Klopman" Esq.
President, Colorado La-wyer Trust Account Foundation
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Conduct regarding
Proposed amendments to the Colorado Rules of Profession¿l
accounts
the disposition of unclaimed funds held in lawyer coLTAF

Propssed ameirdment to CRPC

1.ll$

('AcæuntReguirements)

a lawyer cannot locate or identiff the
Add new paragraph(k): when, after reasonable efforts,
account for a period of two yeafs'
owner of funds held in the lawyer's or law fum's coLTAF

the lawyer shall remit the funds to

coLTAF. A lawyer or law firm remitting such funds to

1.1sD(aXl)(C). If, within two
COLTAF shall keep a record of the remittance pursuant to Rule
or locates the owner of the
years of remitting such funds to COLTAF, the lawyer identifies
firnds, the lawyer sha1l request a refund from

coLTAF, for the benefit of the ow'Ief of the firnds',

pubrish and make available tbrough
in accordance with written procedures that coLTAF shail
its website and shall provide upon request'

Proeosed a¡gendmeg! to CRPC 1.15D (Re4giredß€cordÊ)

remitted to COLTAF pursuant to Rule
Add new paragraph (aX1XC): For any unclaimed funds
of the funds, if the owner of the frrnds is
1.158(k), the name and last known address of the owner
the firnds; the amount of the fi¡rds
known; the efforts made to identiff or locate the owner of
in the lawyer's or law ftrm's
remitted; the period of time during whichthe funds were held

coLTAF

account; and the date the firnds were remitted to

coLTAF.
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-c,t*ptåmp.t*t-

rrttn:ryy.r¡q.f1te.("'-"'.1¡.s/clics2015a/csl'nsflbillcontainers/M"'
1371_enr.pdf a'xoiE : The govei -.rr signed this measure on 5129 12015.
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HOUSEBILL 15-1371
BY REPRESENTATTVE(s) Pabon and willett, coram, Duran, Kagan;
also SENATOR(S) Johnston, Roberts, Steadman'
ACT'' FOR
CONCERNING AN EXEMPTTON TO TI{E '.TINCLAIMED PROPERTY
FIINÞS ITELD IN CERTAIN LAWYERTRUSTACCOUNTS.

Be ít enacted by the General Assembly of the state of colorado:

sEcTIoN 1. In Colorado Revised
as

Statlrtes,

38-t3.|02, add (8.1)

follows:

38-13-L02. Definitions and use of tcrms. As used in this articlq
unless the context otherwise requires:

(8.1) ,'LewvrR coLTAF

TRUSTACCOUNTIMEAI.]S A COLORADO
A
LAWYER TRUST ACCOT'NT FOTJNDATION TRUST ACCO1JNT IN WHICH

IN

ACCORDANCE ìWITH

THE LA\ryYER'S

PROFESSIONAL
THAT ARE
OBLIGATIONS, HOLDS FUNDS OF CLIENTS OR TTIIRD PERSONS
A SHORT
NOMINAL IN AMOUNT ORTHAT ARE EXPECTED TO BE IIELD FOR

LAWyER,

PERIOD.

SECTION 2. In Colorado Revised statutes, add 38-13-108.3
follows:

@Ën,t

indicate
indícate new material added to existíng slalules; daslws throughwords

ãeiettonsfron exlstlng stafirtes

I of2

as

avtd such

natefial nol paft oÍact'

6/512015 9:19

AM
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/'':
C:\wptemP.ort'

137

htþ://www.leg.state. d

l-cnr.Pdf

clics/clics2O

I

5alcsl.nsfl billcontainersÆ4"'

3E-13-108.3. Funds held in lawyer coLTAX'trust accounts
LAWYER
exemption. Trus ¡Rrrcr,B DoES NOT APPLY TO FIJNDS HELD IN
COLTAF rRusr AccoLJNrs.

SECTION 3. Safety clause. The general assembly horeby finds,
determines, and declafes that this act is necessary for the immediak
preservation of the public peace' health, and safety'

Dickey Lee Hullinghorst
SPEAKER OF THE HOUSE
OF REPRESENTATI\¿ES

Mariþ

Eddins
OF THE HOUSE
CLERK
CHIEF
OF REPRESENTATIVES

BillL.

Cadrnan

PRESIDENT OF
TIIE SENATE

Cindi L. Marlcrvell
SECRETARY OF
TTTE SENATE

JohnW. Hickenlooper
GO\ÆRNOR OF TITE STATE OF COLORADO
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RESOLUTION
Approved by the Colorado Bar Association Board of Governors 1ll9/13
the
WHEREAS, the colorado Bar Association Board of Govemors recognizes
of
the
Staæ
in
the
courts
to
,ignincJã;üiUuiions to the goal of ens'ring -c9r9f acclls
predecessors for many years in
ðãioru¿u made by dñ*d; Lãgal serviccs lrCLS"; and its
of civil matters;
providing representation to coloiado's indigent citizens in a wide variety
decreases in
WHEREAS, over the past five years, CLS has experienced significant
funding that have greatly timited its ability to carry out its mission;

determines that the
WHEREAS, the Colorado Bar Association Board of Governors
indigent
protect
colorado's
to
continued funding, operation and support of cLS is necessary
Association
Bar
rurtnã ihe interest, of- Colotado attomeys and Colorado
foputution,
'*J*U.r, in just and efficient courts, and ensure access to equal justioe within the Colorado
legal system; and

registration fees, a
WHEREAS, Colorado Supreme Court recently raised the attorney
the shorl- and
alleviate
portion of which, ilpermanently àedicated to funding cLS, will help
long-term financial crisis at CLS;
a portion af pro
WHEREAS, Colorado Supreme Court has the authority to dedicate
financial
and
long-term
the
shorthac víee fees to r""oinl ôr,s, thereby hetping to alleviate
crisis at CLS;

Rule 23
WHEREAS, Colorado Supreme Court has the authority to amend C.R.Civ.P.
to COLTAF; thereby
to require that at least 50% of claìs aetion residual funds be disbt¡rsed
crisis at CLS;
financial
h;þút 1o fwrd Crs À¿ trelping ro allcviate the short- and long-term

1J5 of the
WHEREAS, Colorado Supreme Court has the authority to amend Rule
their COLTAF
colorado Rules of professional ionduct to require atlorneys to maintain
that are
accounts
COLTAF
on
accounts in financial institutions that pay interest rates
to
and
helping
to fund CLS
comparable to other similarly-sized acðounts; thereby helping
alleviate the short- and long-term financial crisis at CLS;
requiring that
WHEREAS, an amendment to Colorado's Unclaimed Property Act
as unclaimed
lawyer trust accourt furrds presumed abandoned and subject to custody
legal aid
civil
Colorado's
pró.rty under the Act be delivered to COLTAF to support
longand
ã"du"rí system; thereby helping to firnd CLS ancl helping to alleviate the shortterm financial crisis at CLS;

filing fees for
WHEREAS, the addition of a small surcharge to the various statutory
to alleviate the short- and
various civil actions wilt provide the permanent funãing necessary
long'term financial crisis at CLS;
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that
NOVr TI{EREFORE, the Colorado Bar Association Board of Governors resolves
colorado
of
the
on
behalf
request
a
written
the colorado Bar Associæion President provide
Bar Association that the Colorado Supreme Court:

t.
Z.
3.
4.
5.

Direot that $20 of the attomey registration feEs for attomeys active
justice,
over three years in practice be dedicated to support access to
the proceeds of which are to be delivered to CLS;
Diråct that $10 of the attomey registration fees for inactive attorneys
under age 65 be dedicated to support access to justice, the proceeds of
which are to be delivered to CLS;
Authorize a $150 surcharge on plo hac vice fees, the proceeds of
which are to be delivered to CLS;
Approve and adopt an amendment to Rule 23 of the Colorado Rules
'Ciuit procedure
to require that at least 50% of class action
of
"residual fi¡nds" be disbursed to COLTAF; and
Approve and adopt an amendment to Rule 1.15 of the colorado
Ruies of Professional Conduct to require attorneys to maintain
their COLTA-F accounts in financial institutions that pay interest
rates on coLTAF accounts that are comparable to other similarlysized accounts.

instruct the
BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED, that the Colorado Bar Association President
tlirfutiu" affairs director of the Colorado Bar Association to lobby the Colorado State
Property Act
LJgislature for the enactrnent of an amendment to Colorado's Unclaimed
to
custody as
and
subject
,.q:rriring that lawyer trust account funds presum"¿4:{9led
civil
,roðUi*ã¿ prop"rty under the Act be delivered to COLTAF to support Colorado's

legú, aid deliverY sYstem.
shall open
BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED, that the colorado Bar Association leadership
dialogue with the colorado state Judicial Branch concerning:

L

Z.

a

Enactment of legislation providing for the addition of a surcharge
providing permanent funding to CLS as follows:
$10;
;. Countv Court civil case filings $10;
b. County Court answeïs
c. District Court comPlaints
(excluding foreclosures and tax liens) l2O;
$15;
d. District Court ans\ilers
$ZO;
e. Domestic Relations case filings $20;
f. Probate case filings
$3;
g. Court of Appeals - AppellantlPetitioner Certiorari
in
Petitions
Court
h. Supreme
$5'
anå Original Proceedings The creation of a 575 filing fee for post-decree motions for
contempt in domestic relations cases, the proceeds of which are to
be delivered to CLS.
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Arkansas Access to
Justice Foundation

2 years

Required Holding
Time Before
Disposition
& Recipient

I

¡

t

t

Amended the Unclaimed Propefi Act (signed 5129/2AL5l to exempt funds
held in Lawyer COLTAF Trust Accounts.
Formal Ethics Opinion No. 95 provides that Colorado lawyers may remit
nominal unclaimed COLTAF funds to the state pursuant to the Colorado
Unclaimed Property Act, C-R.S. 55 38-L3-10Let seq:or they may hold them
indefinitely in their COLTAF account. The Opinion further provides that, with
respect to funds that are not nominal, lawyers "may be required" to remit
them to the state under the Unclaimed Property Act-

Mandatory rule for lawyers, law firms, and estates of deceased lawyers
At the time such funds are remitted, the lawyer or law firm must submit the
name and last known address of each person appearing to be entitled to the
funds, if known, along with the amount of any unclaimed or unidentified funds
to the Foundation and the Office of the Committee on Professional Conduct-

Other Key Provisions

?

a
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re Amendment of Arkansas Rule of Professionol Canduct 7.75,2015 Ark. 297 (June 25, 2015).
This amendment to the
http://www.leg.stare.co.us/CLtCS/CLlCS2015A/csl.nsf/fsbillcont3/s4974AcDE6AEFBaoa72571r4o06F49cB?open&fite=137l-enr.pdf.
Colorado Unclaimed. property Act defines "Lawyer COLTAF Trust Account" (C.R.s. 5 38-L3-1O2tB.L)) and states lhat the Unclaimed Properry Act does not apþly
to funds held in Lawyer COLTAF Trust Accounts (C.R.5. S 38-13-108.3).

7!n

RPC 1.158 (add

Voluntary bar

paragraph k) and RRC
1.L50 (add new
paragraph (aXrXC)).

Amended statutez &
draft amendments to

Rule 1.1.51

Draft amendment to

Statute or Rule?

Colorado

Voluntary bar

Arkansas

Bar

State &Typeof

3

7lrl2o]isf

FlTlZAß, effective

Amended Rule 1.15

Draft rule

Stãtute or Rule?

lllinois

Lawyers Trust Fund of

12 months

Foundation

Hawaii Justice

2 years

Required Holding
Time Before
Disposition
& Recipient

I

¡

¡

¡

I

Other Key Provisions

2
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Mandatory for all lawyers.
No charge of ethical impropriety or other breach of professional conduct shall
attend to a lawyer's exercise of reasonable iudgment under this paragraph.
A lawyer who either remits funds in error or later ascertains the ownership of
remitted funds may make a claim to the Fund, which after verification of the
claim will return the funds to the lawyer.
The Fund will publish instructions for lawyers remitting unidentified funds.
Paragraph (i) relates onlyto unidentified funds, forwhich no owner can be
ascertained. Unclaimed funds in client trust accounts-funds whose owner is
known but have not been claimed-should be handled according to applicable
statutes, i.e., the Uniform Distribution of Unclaimed Property Act.

Mandatory rule for lawyers and for banks participat¡ng in IOLTA.
When such funds are remitted to the Foundation, the lawyer or law firm must
submit a letter with the name and last known address of each person
appearing to be entitled to the funds, if known, and the amount of any
unclaimed or unidentified funds. The letter must briefly describe the lawyer/s
or firm's efforts to locate or identify the owner.
lf within two years, the lawyer or law firm identifies and locates the owner, the
Foundation must refund the sum to the lawyer or firm, and the lawyer or firm
must promptly pay the funds to the owner.
The Foundation must adopt rules; maintain sufficient reserves; and report
annually to the Supreme Court.
Provisions governing the disposition of physical property.
Provisions involving the Office of Disciplinary Counsel.

http://www.illinoiscourts.gov/SupremeCourt/Rules/Art_Vlll/Artvlll_NEW.htm#1.15.

Voluntary bar

lllinois

Unified bar

Hawaii

State &Type of
Bar

Massachusetts ÍOLTA

Committee

submitted to the MA
Supreme Court on

LlLOlzAßs

Voluntary bar

5

cooE Ar'¡n., com. Law 5 17-317(aX2).
http://msba.mai neb ar.org/ba rjourna UMBJfall 20L4lr.pdf

aMo.

4 months
a

i

Maryland Legal
Services Corporation
Fund

I

N/A

Proposed rule

Statutea

Statute or Rule?

Massachusetts

Voluntary bar

Maryland

Bar

State &Type of

Required Holding
Time Eefore
Disposition
& Recipient

3

amounts paid to the lawYer or firm.
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Mandatory for all lawYers.
Separate procedures for funds less than $s0o and funds SS00 or more. For
funds less than 5500, the lawyer or law firm must remit the funds directly to
the comm¡ttee. Forfunds more than $500, the lawyer orfirm must petition
the Supreme Judicial Court for leave to pay the funds to the IOLTA Committee,
together with a statement of the efforts made to identifo and locate the owner
or owners.
The lawyer or law firm has a continuing responsibility for returning the funds
to the owner or owners, and, if an owner of funds remfüed to the IOLTA
Committee is identified and located after the funds have been remitted to the
CommÌttee, then the lawyer or law firm must notifu the Committee; and
reguest, pursuant to procedures adopted by the Committee, a refund of

Provision in lhe Maryland Disposition of Abandoned Property Actthat
provides for 51,500,000 to the Maryland Legal Services Corporation Fund.
No specific statute or provisions regarding lawyer trust account funds.

Other Key Provisions

I

Exploring a court rufeg

tltlzaßf

Statute (effective

Court Rule 1:21-6(j)6

Stetute or Rule?

t

f

4
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The Pennsylvania IOLTA Board is exploring the feasibility of a court rule which
requires an attorney to remit unclaimed funds in an IOLTA account to the
IOLTA Board, rather than escheating those funds to the State Bureau of
Unclaimed PropertY.

Mandatory for all lawyers.
Lawyers must deem whether funds have been abandoned (following a twoyear search period) by June 30th each year' Lawyers must report the
unclaimed funds to the Oregon Department of State Lands during October of
the same year {using specified report¡ng forms) and then pay the funds to the
Oregon State Bar.
Lawyers must retain records of the name and last known address of the owner
of the funds as well as any other evidence which would assist in the
identification of the ownerforthree years afterthe funds have been rem¡tted.

t

I

Mandatory for all lawyers.
Lawyers must designate funds contained in a trust account for more than two
years that are either unidentifiable, unclaimed, or which are held for missing
owners as such. The lawyer must then conduct a reasonable search to
determine the beneficial owner or the whereabouts of the missing owners.
Trust funds that remain unidentifiable after one year after being designated as
such may be paid to the Clerk of the Superior Court for deposit wìth the
Superior Court Trust Fund.
The Clerk of the Superior Court holds the funds in trust for the beneficial
owners or for uhimate disposition as provided by order of the Supreme Court.

Other Key Provisions

¡

Sr¡1. 55 98.302-436; see otso https:/,/www.osbar.orglresources/abandonedfunds.html

1e1216/ru le1216.htm'

Pennsylvania IOLTA
Board

Not listed

Oregon State Bar,
rvhich appropriates
money to the Oregon
Legal Services
Program

2 years

Clerk of the Superior
Court for deposit with
the Superior Court
Trust Fund

http ://msba.maineba r.orglbarjournal/M Blfall2014lr-pdf.

Rev-

Required Holding
Time Before
Disposition
& Recipient

lyear+2years

https://wwwj udiciary.state.nj. us/oaellinks/ru

70n.

6

Voluntary bar

Pennsylvania

Unified bar

Oregon

Voluntary bar

New Jersey

Bar

Stäte &Type of

t

Administrative Rules
10.09 & 1-0.10 (eff.

Unified bar

r

e

lnc.

organizations
including the \iW
CASA Network and the
WV fund for Law in
the Public lnterest,

money to several

appropriates the

refunded.

5
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ndatory for executors, administrators, persona I representat¡ves,
administrators c-t-a, curators of estates, administrators de bonis, or ancillary
administrators, and lawyers, law firms, and trustees appointed under the Rules
of Lawyer Disciplinary Procedure.
Separate procedures for funds less than 5500 and funds $50o or more- For
funds less than 5500, the holder shall pay the funds directly to the West
Virginia state Bar. For funds more than $500, the holder must notifo the west
Virginia State Bar Executive Director of efforts made to locate the owner and
then turn over the funds to the West Virginia State Bar'
lf the owner of such funds remitted to the West Virginia State Bar is identified
and located within two years after the funds have been remitted to the West
Virginia State Bar, then the lawyer, law firm, or trustee shall notiff the West
Virginia State Bar IOLTA Advisory Committee; and request, pursuant to
procedures adopted by the West Virginia State Bar TOLTA Advisory Committee
forthat purpose, a refund of the amounts paid. The lawyer, lawfirm, or
trustee shall be responsible for proper distribution of any funds that are
Ma

http :l/msba.mainebar.org/barjou rnaUM BJfatl 2014lr.pdf.
http://www.wvbar.org/wp-content/uploads/2ALZla4lSBAR-10-Final-Effective-Sept-29-2014-pdf,

s/2s/2ot4fÐ

West Virginia State
Bar, which

4 months

The Utah Supreme Court recommended that the Foundation meet with Utah's
Unclaimed Property Division regarding unclaimed client funds.

State Bar

I

West Mrginia

Draft rulee
court.

Utah
Not listed

Other Key Provisions

Unified bar

Stetute or Rule?

Required Holding
Time Before
Dispositîon
& Recipient
The Utah Bar Foundation is drafting a rule allowing unidentifiable clientfunds
to be donated to the Foundation. The draft rule will be submitted to the

of

Not listed

State &Type
Bar

Issues Raised and Resolved in Drafting RPC 1.158 and 1.15D Amendments

1.

Should the rule be mandatory or permissive? Lawyers "shall" remit unclaimed
cc*urtt remit unclaimed funds to coLTAF?
funds to coLTAF q lawyers
Decisþn: Mandatorfl Lawyers shall remit unclaimedfrnds to COLTAF'
nutio*¡., the amendrnentio the lolorado Unclaimed Properly Act exempts the funds
mayno
fr"f¿ itr COLTAF accounts from the Act (C.R.S. $ 33-13-108.3)' Since lawyers
to Rule
longer use the Act to dispose of unclaimed fi.rnds, the proposed amendment
of these
disposition
orderly
1.158(k) is necessary to'provide direction to lawyers as to the
funds.

set forth in
Other states: The procedures regarding unclaimed andlnidentified funds
for ail
mandatory
rules or statutes in lllinois, New Jersey, Oregon, and V/est Virginia are
lawyers.

Z,

or
What should trigger the beginning of the period of reasonable efforts to identify
locate the owner of the funds?
cannot be
Decision: the ¿iscovery of funds in a COLTAF account for whom the owner
identifred or located.
or her
Rationale: Once a lawyer discovers unclaimed or unidentified funds in his
or locate the
ideritifu
to
efforts
COLTAF account, there is no reason to delay reasonable
owner of the
the
owner of the flÌnd;. The likelihood of success in identifying or locating
than¿llowing more
funds is greater when reasonable efforts begin upon discovery, rather
funds as unclaimed
such
time to .lupr.. Requiring lawyers ñrst to affrrmÀtively designate
efforts,
or unidentified, as Ñ.* Í.tçy does (see below), before begiruring reasonable
could subject them to
imposes an adáition al andrrn r"""*ruìy requirement on lawyers that
in
their trust accounts
funds
aisciptine if they fail to review and appropriately designate
within the required
^'With time Period.
the exception of New Jersey, all other states with unclaimed or
Other g¿tes:
reasonable
unidentified trust account rules require that discovery triggers the period of
who are
efforts to identify or locate the owner of the funds. New Jersey requires lawyers
they have
holding unclaimä¿ or gnidentifred funds to first designate them as such, once
triggers a
designation
been held for a period in excess of two years. This mandatory
then
of the frurds'
one-year period of reasonable efforts toidentify or locate the owner

3.Howlongshouldthatperiodofreasonableeffortsbe?
Decisipn: Two Years'
years),
Otn* rt"t*: Illínois (l year), New Jersey (1 year after designation), Oregon (2
(2
years),Hawaä
(2
W.rt Virginia C+ àontfrÁ); gtatep with dra$ rules: Arkansas
""d
and Massachusetts (4 months)'
years),

4,

Should the rule impose some sort of obligation on lawyers to determine
aflirmatively whetñer they are holding funds in their COLTAF accounts forwhom
the owner cannot be identifÏed or located?
COLTAF
Decision: No. Lawyers are already required to regularly reconcile their
accounts.

other states: only New Jersey imposes such a requirement.

1
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5.

Should COLTAF'be required to return the funds in perpetuity if and when the
oìrner of the funds is ever identified or located?
Decision: No.
R*i*¿", Limiting the period of time during which funds may be retumed increases in
financial certainty ior COLTAF, and assures that lawyers will be appropriately diligent
their efforts to idântifi or locate the owner of funds before remitting those fimds to
COLTAF.
'West
Virginia has a two-year time limit on olaims. The proposed Arkansas
Other sbtes:
rule also has a two-y"uiti*" limit on claims. Illinois and New Jersey do not have a time

limit on claims.

6.

Should the rule require that lawyers provide information (amount, client's name
and last known adâress, efforfs to identi$ or locate) to Regulation Counsel at the
time unclaimed funds are remitted to COLTAF?
Decision: No.
nrtio¡,p1", Lawyers wiil be held accountable by virtue of the proposed record-keeping
t.q"tt.*r.t @róposed amend.ment to Rule 1.15D(a)(1)(C)) without being unnecessarily
deterred from remitting unclaimed funds to COLTAF by the possibility of attorney
discþline consequences for mismanagement of the lawyer's COLTAF account.
Othei states: Illinois does not require notification to bar counsel. West Virginia requires
notification and the proposed Arkansas rule requires notification.

7.

Should the rule require that lawyers provide information (amount, client's name
and last known address, efforts to identify or locate) to COLTAF at the time
unclaimed funds are remitted?
Decision; No.
ñã@", COLTAF is not subject to the Colorado Rules of Professional Conduct and,
th*"f*q is not bound by the same confidentiality requirements as law firms and
lawyers. To maintain thåir obligations under Rule 1.6 and comply withthe proposed
nutã t.tSgft), lawyers should maintain the information regarding the client and client
funds and should nót provide this information to COLTAF. In addition to con-fidentiality
concerns, providing suoh information to COLTAF may imply that COLTAF has an
obligation to determine whether efforts to identiff or locate have been reasonable or
wheiher the fi.inds have been properly determined to be "unclaimed." Those decisions
should be left to the lawyer's professional judgment'
gther states: New Jersey allows the Clerk of the Superior Court to refuse the firnds if due
dtttg"r* t" locate the ciient appears insufficient. Arkansas's proposed rule requires
hrrfrers to submit this informãtion, along with the remittance of tmclaimed funds, to the
Arkansas Access to Justice Foundation.

g.

Should the rule provide some sort of immunity for lawyers from any charge of
ethical misconduct?
Desision: No.

,,
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Rationale: To ensnre that the new rule does not infringe on Regulation Coun-sel's
the rule does not provide immunity for lawyers from any charge of ethical
""th"tt1lr,
misconduct.
of
Other states: Illinois does provide some immunity to lawyers who, in the exercise
of
retum
t""**b6 judgment, deternnine that ascertaining the ownership or securing_the
of
the fi¡nds will not suóceed: "No charge of ethical impropriety or other breach
judgment
under this
reasonable
professional conduct shall attend to a-lawyer's exercise of
(i).' illinois Rule of Professional Conduct 1'15(Ð'
þaragraph

g. why

do we propose to put the new rule at the end of RuIe 1.158?
the
Rationale: Rule-l . l5B cintains the account requirements for COLTAF accounts and
new rule only pertains to COLTAF accounts'

10.

do we propose to amend Rule 1.15D?
Ratilnale: nUe-t.tSn requires lawyers to follow certain recordkeeping procedwes.
A*""dttrg this rule to inctude a trqúit.*"nt that lawyers retain information about the
that
dispositioã of unclaimed or unidentin"¿ funds in their COLTAF accounts ensures
if
owner,
to
thè
funds
the
such information will be available should it be needed to remit
located and identified, or if required by Regulation Counsel for an investigation.

\{hy

3
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EXHIBIT I)
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'i

BF\ry

BURNS

FIGAø
WILL

MEMORANDUlvl
TO:

Marry Glenn, Chair

FROM

Alec Rothrock, Chair
"Orphan Funds" Subcommittee

DATE:

APril22,20L6

suBfECT:

dated August 7'
Report on colorado Access to fustice commission Proposal
2015

Colorado Supreme Court Standing Committee
on the Rules of Professional Conduct

subcommittee to
At its october 16, 2015 meeting the committee formed a
(CommissionJ, the
consider a request from the Colorado Accessio tustice Commission
Foundation
Account
[coLTAF) to
cororado Bar Association and the colorado Lawyer Trust
conduct so as to enable law¡rers to transfer
-oairy the colorado Rules of Professional
when the lawyer is unable
funds held in a coLTAF account to coLTAF in two situations: [1]
the identity but not the
knows
to ascertain the owner of the funds and (2J when the lawyer
location of the owner of the funds'

1.

2.

people:
The members of the subcommittee are the following
AnthonY Van Westrum
Boston Stanton
CourtneY ShePhard
David KirkPatrick
Diana Poole
famie Sudler
Mark Schmidt
Matt Samuelson
Ruthanne Polidori
AIec Rothrock

lawyers in the
In a L993 formal opinion, the cBA Ethics committee directed
(ActJ'
That option
et seq'
latter situation to the Unclaimed Property Act, C'R'S' S 38-13-102
held in a
i, no fong"r availabiå, because in 20i5 the Actwas amended to exclude funds

3.
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Rule of Professional conduct or statute
coLTAF account. Therefore, there is currently no
providing guidance to lawyers in these circumstances'
discussed and debated several
The subcommittee met on two occasions and
similar rules fand one statute) adopted in
drafts by email. The subcommittee considered
is reflected in the proposed rule and
other states. ffre cons"nsus of the subcommittee

4.

comment changes contained in the attachment'
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October 14,2016

Colorado Supreme Court
c/o Christopher Ryan, Clerk of the Supreme Court
2Bast l4th Avenue
Denver, Colorado 80203

Re:

Proposed Amendments to Rules 1.154, 1.158, and 1.15D
of the Colorado Rules of Professional Conduct

Dear Chief Justice Rice and Fellow Justices:
We are writing in support of the proposed amendments to Rules 1.154, l.l58, and 1.15D
of the Colorado Rules of Professional Conduct. Although we participated in the drafting process
for the amendments, this letter reflects only our personal views and recollections.

Background
The proposed amendments address two problems.

First, many Colorado lawyers or their survivors have sought to close COLTAF accounts
and discovered that ttrey cannot identi$ the owner of some of the funds or they are unable to locate
one or more clients whose funds remain in the account. These circumstances were often
precipitated by, for example, disappearing clients, law firm dissolutions, the death of a solo
practitioner, or simple math error. Until it was withdrawn earlier this year, Colorado Bar
Association Ethics Committee Formal Opinion 95, o'Funds of Missing Clients,o' adopted
November 20, 1993, advised lawyers either to hold the frmds indefinitely in their COLTAF
accounts or pay them to the Colorado Treasurer pursuant to the Colorado Unclaimed Property Act,
C.R.S. $ 38-13-10L et seq. Judging from the responses of many Colorado lawyers who have
inquired of this offrce over the years about their ethical obligations in these circumstances,
Colorado lawyers have not received this advice warmly (especially when the sums involved are
small) and many expressed a preference to gíve the money to COLTAF.
Second, the Unclaimed Property Act is no longer an option for lawyers. On the initiative
of the Colorado Bar Association, Colorado Access to Justíce Commission, and COLTAF, on May
29,2015, Govemor Hickenlooper signed House Bill l5-1371 into law. It amended the Colorado
Unclaimed Property Act to state that it does not apply to funds held in lawyer COLTAF trust

accounts. C.R.S. $$ 38-13-102(8.1), 38-13-108.3.
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For these reasons, the Colorado Bar Association, Colorado Access to Justice Commission,
and COLTAF requested that this Court's Standing Commiuee on the Rules of Professional
Conduct consider arrending Colo. RPC 1 .l5B and l. 1 5D to enable Colorado lawyers to remit these
frurds to COLTAF under specific conditions. The committee's research determined that five states
have adopted court rules or statutes creating procedures for handling such funds,l and similar
measures are under consideration in several other states. The proposed Rule amendments
represent an attempt to take the best of these other states' efforts to create procedures whereby
lawyers can remit unclaimed and unknown funds to COLTAF after reasonable efforts to locate or
determine the owner of the funds, and obtain a refund if the lawyer later identifies or locates the
owner.
Specific fssues Considered by the Committee

Creating the proposed amendments required a number of substantive, policy-related
decisions. It may be helpfrrl to the Court to know how the committee resolved these issues.
o

Location of the proposed rules.

The commiuee determined that the proper location for the rule regarding unclaimed or
unidentified frrnds is Colo. RPC 1.158, which sets forth the requirements for managing
COLTAF accounts. The proposed amendments apply to COLTAF trust accounts only, not
non-COLTAF trust accounts. In addition, since one ofthe requirements in proposed Colo.
RPC 1.158 involves recordkeeping, one proposed amendment would amend the
recordkeeping rule-{olo. RPC 1.1 5D.
a

Mandatory or voluntar.v?

The committee decided that the decision to remit unclaimed or unidentified fuitds to
COLTAF should be voluntary because some lawyers may prefer to hold such fi¡nds in a
COLTAF account in the hope that at one point they will be able to locate or identi$ their
o\ilner. In addition, enforcement of a mandatory COlTAF-remission requirement would
be procedurally difficult. Only New Jersey requires attorneys to review their trust accounts
periodically to determine whether the owner of all funds held can be identified and located.

lArkansas Rule of Professional Conduct 1.15(c); Illinois Rule of Professional Conduct 1.15(i);
New Jersey Court Rule l:21-6Q); On. Rev. Srar. $$ 98.302436; Virginia State Bar
Administrative Rules 10.09 & 10.10. See also Mp. Cooe AuN., Com. Law 5 l7-317(a)Q)
(providing funds to the Maryland Legal Services Corporation Fund from the Maryland Disposition
of Abandoned Property Act).
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a

'What

triggers the proposed amendments?

The procedure for handling unclaimed or unidentifïed funds begins with their discovery in
any
additional accounting or auditing requirements.

a COLTAF account. The proposed amendments would not impose on lawyers
What are reasonable eflorts?

The committee determined ttrat it would be helpful to lawyers to provide guidance in a
Comment to describe what constitutes 'oreasonable efforts" in the different circumstances
addressed, namely efforts to locate the owner of COLTAF funds or to determine the
o'reasonable
ownership of such funds. The committee decided that a general explanation of
efforts" would be more practical than a mandatory minimum "reasonable efforts" time
period. The time required will vary depending on the amount of money involved and the
difficulty ofthe search efforts.
Should the remittine lawyer or the o}ryner of the funds be required to request a refund if the
owner is identified or located?

For two reasons the committee determined that the lawyer should be required to request a
refund. First, the lawyer held and remitted the funds to COLTAF as a fïduciary. That
fiduciary duty continues when if the funds or their owner is identified, even if the lawyerclient relationship has terminated. Second, the only information about the funds in the
possession of COLTAF comes from the remitting lawyer, It would be practically diffìcult
for COLTAF to deal with anyone else to give a refund.
o

What recordkeeping is required?

The committee determined that

it should be the lawyer's responsibility to mainøin

documentation evidencing their efforts to locate or identiS the owner of COLTAF funds.
The committee did not want COLTAF to bear any responsibility for determining the
reasonableness of those efforts. In addition, the lawyer's confidentiality obligations under
Colo. RPC 1.6 may preclude the lawyer from revealing more detailed information to
COLTAF, especially if the information is open to public inspection. Therefore, the
committee added documentation of 'oreasonable efforts" in the Rule requiring lawyers to
maintain certain financial records for seven yeats.
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o

Should the proposed Rules require lawvers to notifr thþ Office
Counsel of the remittance of funds to COLTAF?

of Attorne)¡ Regulation

The committee opposed such arequirement, including OARC members on the committee.
Providing the information to OARC would deter lawyers from remitting funds to COLTAF
forfearofrevealing facts showingthatthe lawyermayhave violated aRule of Professional
Conduct.
o

Should the prooosed Rules provide immunitl¡ for attorneys from charges
misconduct?

of

ethical

The discovery of unclaimed or unidentified funds in a COLTAF account could be caused
by a variety of issues, including lawyer error or misconduct. One other state (Illinois)
provides disciplinary immunity for lawyers who remit under that state's procedures. The
committee determined that immunity was neither necessary nor desirable.
o

Why does proposed Comment 7 include a reference to deceased lawyers?
As explained above, one of the ways that unclaimed or unidentified funds can be left in a
COLTAF is when a lawyer dies. The problem is usually left to the personal representative
of the deceased lawyer's estate, who in most instances will be a nonlawyer. The Colorado
Rules of Professional Conduct do not apply to nonlawyers. For this reason the committee
simply referred in a Comment to procedures developed by COLTAF. The hope is that
nonlawyer personal representatives will be able to follow similar procedures, only outside
the context of the Rules of Professional Conduct.
We appreciate your consideration of the proposed amendments. Please let us know if we
with additional information.

can be of further assistance or provide you

Sincerely,

il{",

Alexander R. Rothrock
Courbrey M. Shephard
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Colorado Supreme Court
c/o Christopher Ryan, Clerk of the Supreme Court
2 Ëast l4th Avenue
Denver, CO 80203

Re: ProposedamendmentstoColo' RPC l.l5A, 1.158, and 1.15D
Dear Chief Justice Rice ancl Members ofthe Coun:
We ar-e writing rrn behalf of the Colorado Acçess to Justice Commission (ATJC) to express strpport for the
proposed amendmentJto Rule l.l5A, l.liB, and l.l5D of the Colorado Rules of Professional Conduct, which give
nwner
and law fmns the option of remitting to COLTAF funds in their COI-,TAF accounts. in the event the
of tire funds cünnot be identified or, if identifìedo cannot be located ("une laimed COLTAF'funds"). The proposed
amendments diffsr in some ïespec6 &om those that werc initially proposed in August 2015 by the ATJC' COLTAF,
and the Colorado Bar Association (CBA), but the ATJC f:lly supports the amendments as now proposed and
recommended by the Court's Sturding Committce on the Colomdo Rules of Frofessional Conduct-

i"*þ*

As you know, COLTAF plays a vital role in providing access to civil justice for low-income Coloradans' It
period of
is one of the most irnportant fundìng sourses for Colorado Legal Services (CLS). Prior to this extended
seconrj
and
was
budget,
annual
operating
of
CLS's
n%
very low interest ratei. COLTef prov¡Uø approxirnate$
provides
COLTAF
also
and
importance.
size
in
its
ontyto ñrnding through the federal t-egat Service Corporation
tuniing for loðal bar-Iponsoredpro binoprograms throughout the state and other justice-related organtzations.
Time will tell whether the proposed ¡mendments will ultimately result in any sort of meaningfrtl increase in
resources'
the resourcçs available for the civil legal aid delivery system. Flowever, particularly iu this time of scarce
proposed
the
rates,
ne
r-zaro
by
when COLTAF's regutar source of¡evenue continues to be compromisecl
tvVe are aware of four other states rhat, by rule
amendments pr.r*ni* opportunity for potential additional funding.
or by statute,ïave already moverl iorward tù try to captur€ unclaimed IOI"TA funds for civil legal aid - Arkansa_s.
lltinois, Oregon and tdVesi Virginia and we understand the strategy is under active consideration in a numbcr of

-

other states as well,

As we continue to search for long-term solutions to the chronic underfr¡nding of our civil legal aid deli'rery
systern, we urge you to rrppr{Jve the proposed amendrnents, which iropefully will result in the availability of
aäditional ,urour.", in thc future, arw"ll as provide necessary and helpftil guidance to Colorado lawyers holding
unelaimed COLTAF fuirds.
Thank you for.your attention to this important matter. On behalf of the ATJC, v/e urge you to approve $te
proposed amendments.

Respectfully,

q'&,,*,,*

Frederick J. Bautfann, Esq.
Chairma¡r, Colorado ATJC

79A0

ohn S. TaIchem,
Chairman, ATJC

Grønt Strcst,9th Eloor, tlewtu CO 80203
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'
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October 14,2016
Colorado Supreme Court
c/o Christopher Ryan, Clerk of the Supreme Court
2 East 14ü Avenue
Denver, CO 80203

Ofllcof| rnd

Board of Dlr¡cton

Robed W. Brandes Jr.

Prt.ldont
S. Kato Crevæ

Re: Proposed amendments to colo. RPc l.l5A, l.l58, and l.l5D

Vlco-Prorld.nt

Dear Chief Justice Rice and Membçrs of the Court:

Elsa T. Marlinez Tenreiro

Socrotrry

This letter is written to express COLTAF's support for the proposed
amendments to Rule l.l5A, l.l5B, and 1.15D of the Colorado Rules of
Professional Conduct. The proposed amendments Provide direction to lawyers
and law firms regarding the disposition of funds in their COLTAF accounts, in
the event the owner of the fr¡nds cannot be identified or, if identified, cannot be
located ("unclaimed COLTAF funds'). One of the two options presented in
the proposed amendments is remittance of unclaimed COLTAF funds to
COLTAF.

Jennifer M. Vagher

Troa¡uror

William D. Alexander
Jonathan D. Asher
Earbara Blumenthal
Winston P. Crowley
Jan€tte L. Ferguson

Mart E. Lacis

The proposed amendments differ in some respects from those that were

Josh W. Mack

initially proposed in August 2015by COLTAF, the Colorado Access to Justice
Commission (ATJC), and the Colorado Bar Association (CBA). However,
COLTAF participated on the Subcommittee of the Court's Standing

Bruce L. Plotkin
Jessica A. Ryan
Mark A. Schmidt

Committee on the Colorado Rules of Professional Conduct that studiçd the
proposal, and is ñrlly supportive of the amendments as now proposed and
recommended by the Court's Standing Committee.

Elizabeth H. Titus

MaryA. Wells

The proposed amendments clearly satisry the first of COLTAF's
objectives in making its proposal, which was to provide necessary direction to
lawyers and law firms regarding the disposition of unclaimed COLTAF funds.
In the pas! when responding to questions concerning unclaimed COLTAF
funds, COLTAF directed lawyers to Colorado's Unclaimed Property Act and
CBA Ethics Committee Formal Opinion 95. However, last year, with support
from COLTAF, the ATJC, and the CBA, a law was Passed by the Colorado
legislature exempting funds held in COLTAF accounts from the Colorado
Unclaimed Property Act; The new law rendered the guidance in Ethics
Opinion 95 obsolete, and the Opinion was formally withdrawn by the Ethics
Committee in May 2016.

Diana M. Poole

Exocutlve Dlructor

llt2

Gnnt Strcet, Sultc
Donvr¡, Colondo t0203-lit09
l9O0

Phono: 303{03-722t

F¡x: 30t{03-7ãlô

t.ln.ll:@
Wcb

rltr: wwv.coltrLor¡

@
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The new law was the sucçessful fust step in a two-step process to realize
COLTAF's second objective, whichur¡s and is to serve the a.dminishation ofjustice by
providing additional, nruch-necöed resou¡ces for Colo¡adots civil legal aid delivery
iystem. baptuing unclaimed COLTAF funds to support Colorado's chronically underfi¡nded system was one of the proposals that was included in a comprehensive funding
plan for civit legal aid, which was prepared by the ATJC, pursuant to instructions in the
Court's Order of May 17,2012, approving two emergency disûibutions to Colorado
Legal Services (CLS) from attorney regulation funds, in the face of unprecedented
funding challenges; was approved by the CBA Board of Governors in NovemberãDl3;
and was submitted to the Court in December 2013.
For reasons that a¡e explained below; it is unclea¡ to wh'at extent the proposed
amendments will ultimately achieve the objective of providing additional resources for
civil legal aid. Having said that, COLTAF is satisfied that the proposed aniendrnents
appropriately balance competing interests and concerns, while also creating a reasonable
possibitity that r¡nclaimed COLTAF fr¡nds will be available in the futue to help support
access to justice.
The r¡ncertainty as to whether the proposed amendments will ultimately yield
additi¡onal rcsources for civil legal aid lies in a lack of information, which will onlybe
available over time, if the proposed amendments are adopted. We simply do not know at
the present time (1) the number of la'þers and law firms holding unclaimed COLTAF
funds; (2) the size of their respective holdings; (3) how many lawyers and law firms
would, under the proposed amendme,lrts, choose to remit the unclaimed COLTAF fr¡nds
to COLTAF, rather than continue to hotd them in a COLTAF or other trust account; and
(4) to what extent requests for the return of remitted funds wilt be made.

Recognizing the uncertainties involved and, if the proposed amendments ate
adopted, COLTAF"s obligation to be cautious and responsible stewards of these frrnds,
the COLTAF Boa¡d adopted a Resolution in April2016 which provides that, ifthç
proposed amendments are adopted, (l) COLTAF will hold at interest all Unclaimed
COLTAF funds remitæd; (2) COLTAF ü'ill nöt use any unclaimed COLTAF fturds to
fulfill its purpose untit sucirii*" as the COLTAF Boarb makes anaffrrmatiyg
determination that potential refund requests do not create an unreasonable risk; and (3)
the COLTAF Boa¡d will review annually the amount of unclaimed COLTAF funds
remitted and any refunds madç to evaluate the extent of the risk posed by the unclaimed
COLTAF fi¡nds COLTAF is holding, and to determine what actions, if any, may be taken
to ameliorate the

risk.

:

The April 2016 Resolution also includes a refund procedure, as referencpd'in the
proposed arnendrnents, which will be adopted by the COLTAF Boar{ if the proposed
amendments'are adopted by the Court. A copy of the Resolution, incltrding the
Unclaimed COLTAF Funds Reû¡nd Procedure, is attached as Exhibit A.
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In order to have the information necessary to evaluate the risk posed by
unqlaimed COLTAF tunds held by COLTAF, COLTAF would ad9{ aremittance
progedtue,-as referenced in the proposed amendments, whic.þ wguld inc-lude cornpletion
äf an Unciaimcd COTTAF Fun¿s- Remittance Report by any lawyer pr law firmæmitting
unclaimed COLTAF funds. This RÇpot't would rãquire thelawyer or law firm to identi$
(l) to what extept the r¡nclaime¿ COiTAf fr¡nds remitted incli¡de fi¡nds ivith'respect to
wÍúch the owner caffiot be identified, and the lengtli of tirire, if known, that those
unidentified ñ¡nis have been held in the relevant COLTAF acoounÇ and (2) to what
extent the unclaimed COLTAF fr¡nds remitted include funds with respect to which the
owner or owners cannot be located, and the amount sf such funds belonging to each suc,h
owner (identified only by number, not by nan¡e) and the date of last gontacJ with each.
such owner. A copy of the Unclaimed COLTAF Funds Remittance Frocedure, including
the Unclaimed COLTAF Funds Remittance Report; is attaclired as Exhibit B.

With the remittance and refund procedtues in place, COI/TAF will, over time, be
in a position to assess the risk poied by holding unclaimed COLTAF furids and make 1
well-informed decision as to thç extent to which some portion.of the funds may safely be
used to support the civil legal aid delivery system. For that reason, COLTAF believes that
the proposed arnendments provide an appropriate and beneficial resolution to the issue of
unclaimed COLTAF funds. The proposed ame¡dments prOvide a simpler, more
streamlined option than was available to lawyers under the Colorado Unclaimed Property
Act, whilé at the sametime yielding potential revenue that can reasonably be expected to
be put to apro.ductive use at some poinf in supforting the civil leæl aÍd deliver.y systetu.
Thârik you for your consideration of the proposed amendments. In the event the
Court reoeives pomments opposing the proposed amendments, COLTAF requests that the
Court schedule a hearing so that we might have an opportunity to address any concerns
raised by those comments.
Respectfully,

G

Robert W. Brandes, Jr.
Board President

A-e-a+Diana M. Poole
Executive Director
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EXHIBIT A
COLTAF Board Resolution re Funds Remitted to COLTAF
pursuant to Proposed Colo. Rule of Professional Conduct 1.158(k)
Adopted April 16,2016
WHEREAS Article 13 of Title 28 of the Colorado Revised Statutes, the Unclaimed
Property Act, was amended in May of 2015 to provide that the Act does not apply to funds held
in lawyer COLTAF trust accounts (see Colo.Rev.Stat. 38-13-108.3); and
WHEREAS the Colorado Supreme Court's Standing Committee on the Rules of
Professional Conduct is considering amendments to Colorado Rule of Professional Conduct l.l5
which, if adopted by the Court, might result in unclaimed funds held in lawyer COLTAF trust
accounts being remitted to COLTAF under certain circumstances; and
WHEREAS the proposed amendments provide that if, after remitting unclaimed funds to
COLTAF, the lawyer subsequently determines both the identity and location of the owner of
those funds, the lawyer shall request a refund for the benefit of the owner;
WHEREAS some history of unclaimed funds remitted and refunds requested is critical to
determine to what extent, if at all, unclaimed funds remitted may be used in fulfilling COLTAF's
purpose without exposing COLTAF to an unreasonable risk of refund requests it could not
satisff.
THEREFORE BE IT RESOLVED that, if Proposed Colorado Rule of Professional
Conduct 1.158(k) is adopted by the Colorado Supreme Court:

COLTAF will hold at interest any and all unclaimed funds remitted pursuant to the Rule;
COLTAF will not use any of the unclaimed funds to fulfill its purpose until such time as
the COLTAF Board makes an affirmative determination that potential refund requests do
not create an unreasonable risk for COLTAF;
The COLTAF Board will review annually the amount of unclaimed funds remitted and
any refunds made to evaluate the extent of the risk posed to COLTAF by the unclaimed
funds it is holding, and to determine what actions, if any, may be taken to ameliorate the
risk; and
The COLTAF Board

will

adopt the attached refund policy.
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Colorado Lawyer Trust Account Foundation
Unclaimed COLTAF Funds Refund Procedure

Refund procedure for unclaimed funds remitted to COLTAF when a lawyer subsequently
determines both the identity and the location of the owner:

l.

The lawyer or law firm that remitted the unclaimed funds to COLTAF shall send a letter
to COLTAF, stating that the owner of the funds has been both identified and located, and
providing COLTAF with (a) the amount ofthe funds; and (b) the date the funds were

remitted to COLTAF.

2. COLTAF will verify that a remittance

of unclaimed funds was received from the lawyer
or law fîrm on the date specified and in at least the amount specified. If no such
remittance was received, COLTAF will notiS the lawyer in writing. Otherwise,
COLTAF will mail a refund check to the lawyer or law firm.

3.

The refund check will be in the amount of the unclaimed funds remitted and will not
include interest. Once a lawyer or law firm remits orphaned funds in a COLTAF account
to COLTAF, the remitted funds retain their character as COlTAF-appropriate, and thus
COLTAF is entitled to the interest earned on those funds, just as it is to the interest
earned on funds held in COLTAF accounts.

foltowíng refund procedure, for ínlerest eørned when client funds were held ín a
COiflf account ín error, ís alreødy ín place, and ís províded here símply for purposes of
The

comparíson.

L

firm shall determine, with the assistance of the bank holding the
if necessary, the exact amount of interest that the client's balance
account
COLTAF
earned during the period held in the COLTAF account.

2.

send a letter to COLTAF, signed by the lawyer responsíble
for the client relationship in questíon, stating that an error has occurred, and providing
COLTAF with (a) the name and number of the COLTAF account, þ) the amount of the
account bolance(s) on which the client should have earned interest, (c) the date(s) of

The lawyer or law

The lawyer or løw

firm shall

deposit and withdrawat(s) of the client's balances, and (d) the calculated amount of
interest earned by the client's balances, and requesting a refund of the interest remitted
to COLTAF that should høve been remítted to the client.

3.

COLTAF will verifu that earnings received were sfficient to cover the refund, and that
the amount of ínterest requestedto be refunded is accurote. If eíther the earnings it has
received are insufficient, or the calculation cannot be reasonable verified, COLTAFwùII
notifu the lawyer inwriting. Otherwise, COLTAF will mail a refund check to the lawyer
or løw firm, with a cover letter remindíng the requesting løuyer or law firm of the
obligatíon tofile appropriate I.R.S. reports concerning the refund.
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EXHIBIT B
Colorado Larvyer Trust Account Foundation
Procedures re Remittance of Unclaimed COLTAF Funds

Procedures for remittance to COLTAF of unclaimed funds held in a COLTAF account:

l.

Complete COLTAF's Unclaimed Funds Remittance Report (attached).

2.

Send a check made payable to COLTAF in the amount of the unclaimed funds, together
with the completed Unclaimed Funds Remittance Report, to COLTAF, 1900 Grant

Street, Suite 1l12, Denver, CO 80203.

3. Lawyers remitting unclaimed funds to COLTAF must keep a record of that remittance
pursuant to Colorado Rule of Professional Conduct l.l5D(aX1XC).

Procedures for the disposition of unclaimed funds held in the COLTAF account of a
deceased lawyer:

1.

Reasonable efforts should be made to identify and locate the owners of all funds held in
the COLTAF account of a deceased lawyer and to return those funds to the owners.
Reasonable efforts include an audit of the COLTAF account to determine to whom all
funds belong; attempted contact with owners using last known contact information;
review of files to identify and contact third parties who may have information regarding
the location of owners; and intemet searches.

2.

If, after reasonable efforts are made, the identity and the location of an owner cannot be
determined, funds may be remitted to COLTAF in accordance with the procedures set
forth above.
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COLTAF
Unclaimed COLTAF Funds Remittance Report
Unclaimed COLTAF Funds are funds held in a COLTAF account with respect to which, after
reasonable efforts, the owner cannot be identified and located. See Colorado Rule of
Professional Conduct 1.158(k) and Comment [7].
Total unclaimed COLTAF funds remitted:
Name of remitting lawyer or law firm:
Date:

Mailing address:
COLTAF Acct. #

Phone:

Name of person preparing form
Email address:
Portion of funds, if any, with respect to which the owner cannot be identified
Length of time, if known, that these funds have been held in your COLTAF account:
Portion of funds, if any, with respect to which the owne(s) cannot be located:
For the missing owner(s) of all or each portion of the funds, provide the following information
Owner

Amount belonging
to this owner

Date of last contact

with this owner

#l
#2
#3

#4
#5

Colorado Rule of Professional Conduct 1.158(k) provides that "[i]f, after remitting unclaimed
funds to COLTAF, the lawyer determines both the identity and the location of the owner or the
owner's heirs or personal representative, the lawyer shall request a refund for the benefit of the
owner or the owner's estate, in accordance with ICOLTAF's] written procedures," which are
available on the COLTAF website and also upon request.

Colorado Rule of Professional Conduct 1.15D(a)(1)(C) requires a lawyerto maintain the
following information with respect to unclaimed funds remitted to COLTAF: the name and last
known address of the owner of the funds, if the owner of the funds is known; the date of death of
a deceased owner if the owner of the funds is known; the efforts made to identify and locate the
owner of the funds or a deceased owner's heirs or personal representative; the amount of the
funds remitted; the period of time during which the funds were held in the lawyer's or law firm's
COLTAF account; and the date the funds were remittedto COLTAF.
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BA
C
COLORADO

BAR ASSOCIATIO N*
Established

in

1897

October 13,2016
Colorado Supreme Court
c/o Christopher Ryan, Clerk of the Supreme Court
2East l4th Avenue
Denver, CO 80203

Re: Proposed amendments to Colo. RPC 1.154, 1.158, and l.l5D
Dear Chief Justice Rice and Members of the Court
We are writing to express the Colorado Bar Association's (CBA) support for the
proposed amendments to Rule 1.154, 1.158, and 1.15D of the Colorado Rules of Professional
Conduct. The proposed amendments differ in some respects from those that were initially
proposed in August 2015 by the CBA, the Colorado Access to Justice Commission, and
COLTAF, but the CBA fully supports the amendments as now proposed and recommended by
the Court's Standing Committee on the Colorado Rules of Professional Conduct.
The proposed amendments provide necessary direction to lawyers and law firms
regarding the disposition of funds in their COLTAF accounts, in the event the owner of the funds
cannot be identifîed or, if identified, cannot be located ("unclaimed COLTAF funds"). Some
guidance on this issue was previously available in CBA Ethics Committee Formal Opinion 95,
entitled "Funds of Missing Clients," which directed lawyers to the Colorado Unclaimed Property
Act. Last year, however, with the support of the CBA, a law was passed exempting funds held in
COLTAF accounts from the Unclaimed Property Act, and the Ethics Committee formally
withdrew Opinion 95 in May 2016.

In addition, by designating COLTAF as a proper recipient of the funds (unless the lawyer
chooses to continue to hold the unclaimed COLTAF funds in a COLTAF or other trust account),
the proposed amendments provide for the possibility of an additional source of funds for
Colorado's civil legal aid delivery system. The proposal to try to capture such funds for that
purpose was included in a comprehensive Civil Legal Aid Funding Plan, which was presented to
and unanimously approved by the CBA Board of Govemors at its November 9,2013 meeting.
As you know, COLTAF provides critical funding for Colorado's civil legal aid delivery
system, including both our statewide, staffed program (Colorado Legal Services) and the local
bar-sponsored pro bono programs. Support for any possible increase in resources for that
purpose is particularly important as lawyers and law firms are being asked to do more to help
respond to the unmet legal needs of low-income Coloradans.
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Thank you for your attention to this important matter. TVe urge you to approve the
proposed amendments.
Respectfully,

,l/
Patrick Flaherty
Executive Director

Patricia M. Jarzobskr
President
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(f) Fees are not earned until the lawyer confers a benefit on the client or performs a legal
service for the client. Advances of unearned fees are the property of the client and shall be
deposited in the lawyer's trust account pursuant to Rule I . 158(a)( I ) until earned. If advances of
unearned fees are in the form of property other than funds, then the lawyer shall hold such
property separate from the lawyer's own property pursuant to Rule l.l5(A)(a).
(h) Nofwithstanding anything to the contrary in Rule 1.5(b) lawyers may enter into
flat fee agreements.
(1) If a lawyer receives in advance a flat fee or any portion thereof, the lawyer's flat
fee agreement shall be in writing and shall contain the following:

(a) A description of the services the lawyer agrees to perform;

(b) A statement of the amount to be paid to the lawyer for the services to be
performed;
(c) A description of when or how portions of the flat fee are deemed earned by the
lawyer;
(d) The amount, if any, of the fees the lawyer is entitled to keep upon termination
ofthe representation before all ofthe specified legal services have been
performed.

(2) A'flat fee agreement' refers to an agreement for specific legal services by a
lawyer under which the client agrees to pay a fixed amount for the legal service to be
performed by the lawyer, regardless of the time or effort involved or the result obtained.
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Proposed Alternatives Regarding a Flat Fee Agreement Not in
Compliance with Possible New Rule 1.5(hX1)

[Alternative

l]: - No subparagraph 1.5(hXlXe) addressing

non-

compliance

[Alternative 2]:

1.5(hXlXe). If a flat fee agreement is not in substantial compliance this
Rule then it is unenforceable.
fAlternative 3]:

1.5(hXlXe). If

a

flat fee agreement is not in substantial compliance with

this Rule and the attorney client relationship is terminated before the
representation is completed, the lawyer must refund all fees to the client
upon termination. However, nothing in this rule prohibits the lawyer
from pursuing recovery in a civil action.

[Alternative 4]:

1.s(hxlXe). If

flat fee agreement is not in substantial compliance with
the Flat Fee Agreement form [refer to where from is placed] and the
attorney client relationship is terminated before the representation is
completed, the lawyer must refund all fees to the client upon
termination. However, nothing in this rule prohibits the lawyer from
pursuing recovery in a civil action.
a
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COMMENT
Reasonab/eness of Fee and Expenses
[1] Paragraph (a) requires that lawyers charge fees that are reasonable under the
circumstances. The factors specified in (1) through (8) are not exclusive. Nor will each
factor be relevant in each instance. Paragraph (a) also requires that expenses for which
the client will be charged must be reasonable. A lawyer may seek reimbursement for
the cost of services performed in-house, such as copying, or for other expenses
incurred in-house, such as telephone charges, either by charging a reasonable amount
to which the client has agreed in advance or by charging an amount that reasonably
reflects the cost incurred by the lawyer.
Basrs or Rate of Fee
[2]When the lawyer has regularly represented a client, they ordinarily will have evolved
an understanding concerning the basis or rate of the fee and the expenses for which the
client will be responsible. ln a new client-lawyer relationship, the basis or rate of the fee
must be promptly communicated in writing to the client. When the lawyer has regularly
represented a client, they ordinarily will have reached an understanding concerning the
basis or rate of the fee; but, when there has been a change from their previous
understanding, the basis or rate of the fee should be promptly communicated in writing.
All contingent fee arrangements must be in writing, regardless of whether the clientlawyer relationship is new or established. See C.R.C.P., Ch. 23.3, Rule 1. When using a
flat fee -a lawyer must provide a written flat fee agreement for all funds received in
advance pursuant to paragraph (h). A written communication must disclose the basis or
rate of the lawyer's fees, but it need not take the form of a formal engagement letter or
agreement, and it need not be signed by the client, Moreover, it is not necessary to
recite all the factors that underlie the basis of the fee, but only those that are directly
involved in its computation. lt is sufficient, for example, to state that the basic rate is an
hourly charge or a fixed amount or an estimated amount, to identify the factors that may
be take into account in finally fixing the fee, or to furnish the client with a simple
memorandum or the lawyer's customary fee schedule. When developments occur
during the representation that render an earlier disclosure substantially inaccurate, a
revised written disclosure should be provided to the client.
[3] Contingent fees, like any other fees, are subject to the reasonableness standard of
paragraph (a) of this Rule. ln determining whether a particular contingent fee is
reasonable, or whether it is reasonable to charge any form of contingent fee, a lawyer
must consider the factors that are relevant under the circumstances. Applicable law may
impose limitations on contingent fees, such as a ceiling on the percentage allowable, or
may require a lawyer to offer clients an alternative basis for the fee, Applicable law also
may apply to situations other than a contingent fee, for example, government
regulations regarding fees in certain tax matters.
[34] Repealed,
Terms of Payment
[4] A lawyer may require advance payment of a fee, but is obliged to return any
unearned portion. See Rule 1.16(d), A lawyer may accept property in payment for
services, such as an ownership interest in an enterprise, providing this does not involve
acquisition of a proprietary interest in the cause of action or subject matter of the
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litigation contrary to Rule 1.8(i). However, a fee paid in propefty instead of money may
be subject to the requirements of Rule 1.8(a) because such fees often have the
essential qualities of a business transaction with the client.
[5]An agreement may not be made whose terms might induce the lawyer improperly to
curtail services for the client or perform them in a way contrary to the client's interest.
For example, a lawyer should not enter into an agreement whereby services are to be
provided only up to a stated amount when it is foreseeable that more extensive services
probably will be required, unless the situation is adequately explained to the client.
Otherwise, the client might have to bargain for further assistance in the midst of a
proceeding or transaction. However, it is proper to define the extent of services in light
of the client's ability to pay. A lawyer should not exploit a fee arrangement based
primarily on hourly charges by using wasteful procedures.
[6] No Colorado comment.
Division of Fee
[7] A division of fee is a single billing to a client covering the fee of two or more lawyers
who are not in the same firm. A division of fee facilitates association of more than one
lawyer in a matter in which neither alone could serve the client as well, and most often
is used when the fee is contingent and the division is between a referring lawyer and a
trial specialist. Paragraph (e) permits the lawyers to divide a fee either on the basis of
the proporlion of services they render or if each lawyer assumes responsibility for the
representation as a whole. ln addition, the client must agree to the arrangement,
including the share that each lawyer is to receive, and the agreement must be
confirmed in writing. Contingent fee agreements must be in a writing signed by the client
and must otherwise comply with paragraph (c) of this Rule. Joint responsibility for the
representation entails financial and ethical responsibility for the representation as if the
lawyers were associated in a partnership. A lawyer should refer a matter only to a
lawyer who the referring lawyer reasonably believes is competent to handle the matter.
See Rule 1.1.
[B] Paragraph (e) does not prohibit or regulate division of fees to be received in the
future for work done when lawyers were previously associated in a law firm.
Dlspufes over Fees
[9] lf a procedure has been established for resolution of fee disputes, such as an
arbitration or mediation procedure established by the bar, the lawyer must comply with
the procedure when it is mandatory, and, even when it is voluntary, the lawyer should
conscientiously consider submitting to it. Law may prescribe a procedure for
determining a lawyer's fee, for example, in representation of an executor or
administrator, a class or a person entitled to a reasonable fee as part of the measure of
damages. The lawyer entitled to such a fee and a lawyer representing another party
concerned with the fee should comply with the prescribed procedure.
Advances of Unearned Fees and Engagement Retainer Fees
[10] The analysis of when a lawyer may treat advances of unearned fees as property of
the lawyer must begin with the principle that the lawyer must hold in trust all fees paid
by the client until there is a basis on which to conclude that the lawyer has earned the
fee; otherwise the funds must remain in the lawyer's trust account because they are not
the lawyer's property.
[1 1] To make a determination of when an advance fee is earned, the written statement
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I
I

of the basis or rate of the fee, when required by Rule 1.5(b), should include a
description of the benefit or service that justifies the lawyer's earning the fee, the
amount of the advance unearned fee, as well as a statement describing when the fee is
ts. the lawver must describe when or how oortions of the
earned. ln flat fee aoree
flat fee are earned under paraqraph (fl(3) unless none of the fee is earned until all of
been orovided Whether a lawyer has conferred a sufficient benefit to
the services h
earn a portion of the advance fee will depend on the circumstances of the particular
case. The circumstances under which a fee is earned should be evaluated under an
objective standard of reasonableness. Rule 1.5(a).
Fees
nurc 1.5(f) Does Not
are those
tlZlAdvances of unearned
funds the client pays for specified legal services that the lawyer has agreed to perform
in the future. Pursuant to Rule 1 .15, the lawyer must deposit an advance of unearned
fees in the lawyer's trust account. The funds may be earned only as the lawyer performs
specified legal services or confers benefits on the client as provided for in the written

Prohibit@Flat
fee+lnd

statementofthebasisofthefee,ifawrittenstatementisrequiredby@

Paraoraph (fl requ ires advanced oavment under a flat fee aoreement to be in
ULrIUfg See also Restatement (Third) of the Law Governing Lawyers $$ 34, 38 (1998).
Rule 1.5(f¡ does not prevent a lawyer from entering into these types of arrangements.
[13] For example, the lawyer and client may agree that portions of the advance of
unearned fees are deemed earned at the lawyer's hourly rate and become the lawyer's
property as and when the lawyer provides legal services.
tt¿l Alternatively, the lawyer and client may agree to an advance tump-eurâ-oÊflat fee
that will be earned in whole or in part based upon the lawyer's completion of specific
tasks or the occurrence of specific events, regardless of the precise amount of the
lawyer's time involved. For instance, in a criminal defense matter, a lawyer and client
*ry agree that the lawyer earns portions of the advance +ump-€{*m-or-flat fee upon the
lawyer's entry of appearance, initial advisement, review of discovery, preliminary
hearing, pretrial conference, disposition hearing, motions hearing, trial, and sentencing.
Similarly, in a trusts and estates matter, a lawyer and client may agree that the lawyer
earns portions of the tump-st*msr-flat fee upon client consultation, legal research,
completing the initial draft of testamentary documents, further client consultation, and
completing the final documents.
tt Sl The portions of the advanced lump-sum-e+flat fee earned as each such event
occurs need not be in equal amounts. However, the fees attributed to each event should
reflect a reasonable estimate of the proportionate value of the legal services the lawyer
provides in completing each designated event to the anticipated legal services to be
provided on the entire matter.
p,ZA.tz4{-1252 53lGe/o, 199êl (elients sephistieatien is relevant faeter)'
tt0l " A-n 'engagement retainer fee' is a fee paid, apart from any other compensation,
to ensure that a lawyer will be available for the client if required. An engagement
retainer must be distinguished from a lsmp-sumflAlfee constituting the entire payment
for a lawyer's service in a matter and from an advance payment from which fees will be
(b)

I
I
I

I
I
I

I
I

|subtracted,*@feeisanengagementretaineronlyifthelawyer
performed."
Restatement
is to be additionally compensated for actual work, if any,
(Third) of the Law Governing Lawyers $ 34 Comment e. An engagement retainer fee
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agreement must comply with Rule 1.5(a), (b), and (g), and should expressly include the
añrount of the engagement retainer fee, describe the service or benefit that justifies the
lawyer's earning tne engagement retainer fee, and state that the engagement retainer
fee js earned uþon receìpt. As defined above, an engagement retainer fee will be
earned upon receipt because the lawyer provides an immediate benefit to the client,
such as fbrgoing oiher business opportunities by making the lawyer's services available
for a given þeriõO of time to the exclusion of other clients or potential clients, or by
giving priority to the client's work over other matters'
an engagement retainer fee is earned at the time it is received, it must
lf ZlÞäcause
-be
commingled with client property. However, it may be subject to refund to the
not
client in the event of changed circumstances.
l18l lt is unethical for a lawyer to fail to return unearned fees, to charge an excessive
fêe,-or to characterize any lawyer's fee as nonrefundable. Lawyer's fees are always
subject to refund if either excessive or unearned. lf all or some portion of a lawyer's fee
bec'omes subject to refund, then the amount to be refunded should be paid directly to
the client if there is no further legal work to be performed or if the lawyer's employment
is terminated. ln the alternative, if there is an ongoing client-lawyer relationship and
there is further work to be done, it may be deposited in the lawyer's trust account, to be
withdrawn from the trust account as it is earned'
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TO

Marcy GIenn, Chair
Colorado Supreme Court Standing Committee
on the Rules of Professional Conduct

FROM

Alec Rothrock, Chair
Parental Confl ict Subcommittee

DATE

October 20,2016

SUBJEC'f

:

Report on Proposed amendment to Rule 2.I and Comment [5]

1".

At its July 22,2016 meeting, the Committee formed a subcommittee to
consider a request by foan McWilliams to amend Colo. RPC 2.1. and Comment [5] to that
Rule to encourage lawyers in cases involving the allocation of parental responsibilities to
advise their clients of the importance of minimizing parental conflict because of its adverse
efiect on minor chilclren,

2,

In addition to the author, the members of the subcommittee are the following
indÍviduals: Ruthanne Polidori, foan McWilliams, David Little, ]amie Sudler, Margaret Funk,
Gina Weitzenkorn, Michael DiManna and Angela Arkin.

3.

The subcommittee had one meeting on September 15, 2016. All but one
member was present, Sue Waters was also in attendance,

4.

The subcommittee first considered whether to recommend the adoption of
any amendments at all. If it decided to do so, the subcommittee then consÍdered whether
to recommend an amendment to the Rules or the Comments or both and what amendment
language to recommend, The subcommittee considered language proposed by the Family
Law Committee of the Colorado Bar Association as well as alternative language approved
by the CBA Ethics Committee,

5,

No one on the subcommittee doubted the basic proposition that parental
conflict causes harm to minor children. However, there were many arguments raised pro
and con about the proposed amendments.

6.

Without attempting to chronicle the subcommittee's meeting, suffice it to say
that some members expressed doubt about the effectiveness of any language change on
lawyers' advice, their clients'behavior, or the behavior of pro se litigants; concern that
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lawyers may be subject to discipline if they do not advise their clients about the negative
effect of parentalconflict; concern over potentialintrusion of the Office of Attorney
Regulation Counsel in attorney-client relationships in the event of a disciplinary
investigation regarding advice given by the lawyer to the client on the subject of parental
conflicU concern over creating a standard of care and possible liability for lawyers; and
whether directing or encouraging lawyers to give specific substantive advice to clients in
specific situations exceeded the scope of the Colorado Rules of Professional Conduct and
set a precedent for amendments related to other areas of law,

7. 0n the other hand, other members expressed the view that adding some
version of the proposed amendments would likely alter some client behavior; clients are
more inclined to listen to their lawyer on this subject than to a judge; the proposed
amendments wor¡ld not create a "slippery slope" of amendments related to other practice
areas; the amendrnent of Colo. RPC 2.1 f.o encourage lawyers in litigation matters to advise
their clients of alternative forms of dispute resolution is a relevant precedent; Colorado is a
strict privity state, and a lawyer's obligation is generally to his or her client and not to a
third party; the proposed amendments are discretionary, and disciplinary action should
not be taken when the lawyer chooses not to act or acts within the bounds of such
discretion; the Rules of Professional Conduct were the only place where the message might
have any real effect; and doing something to combat the problem was preferable to doing
nothing at all,
B,

The subcommittee then took a series of votes, The net result was that, over
the objection of two members, the subcommittee decided to recommend to this Committee
the addition of a sentence in Comment [5] to Colo, RPC 2,1. Though not allmembers agreed
to recommend such an amendment, the subcommittee was unanimous that if any such
language was to be recommended, it would be limited to the following highlighted language
in Comment [5] to Colo. RPC 2.1:

[5] In general, a lawyer is not expected to give advice until asked by the client,
However, when a lawyer knows that a client proposes a course of action that is
likely to result in substantial adverse legal consequences to the client, the lawyer's
duty to the client under Rule L.4 may require that the lawyer offer advice if the
client's course of action is related to the representation, In a matter involving the
allocation of parental rights and responsibilities, an attorney should consider
advising the client that parental conflict can have a significant adverse effect
on minor children. Similarly, when a matter is likely to involve litigation, it may be
necessary under Rule 1,,4 to inform the client of forms of dispute resolution that
might constitute reasonable alternatives to litigation. A lawyer ordinarily has no
duty to initiate investigation of a client's affairs or to give advice that the client has
indicated is unwanted, but a lawyer may initiate advice to a client when doing so
appears to be in the client's interest,

lìtlI{\s f:t(;A {l wl1,l.
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October 10,2016

Colorado Supreme Court Standing Committee on the Colorado Rules of Professional Con*cc*
ATTN: Committee Chair, Marcy G. Glenn
Ralph L. Can Colorado Judicial Center
2 East 14fr Avenue

Denver. CO 80203
Dear Committee Chair:

I arn writing in suqport of amending Comment 5, Rule 2.i ofthe Colorado Rules of Professional
Conduct ("CRPC") to reflect the following: "In a matter involving the allocation of parerltal
rights and responsibilities, an attorney should consider advising the client that parenÉal cor,rfliæ
can have a significant adverse effect on minor children.''

L

Research on Paredal Conflict Durine Divorce I Separation is Established

Decades of research clearly shows that the level of conflict between divorcing or separating
parents is one of the most important influences on how well children cope with the c.hallenges of
this transition. While experts disagree about the magnitude and long-term effects of divorce o'n
children, all researchers acknowledge that parental conflict is toxic for children.l Being cauglrt
in the middle of an acrimonious divorce or separation increases children's risk of emotionaÌ,
behavioral, and psycho I ogical probleins, including :

o
r
¡
r
r
r

depression and anxiety;
loss and anger;
under-achievement at school and in employment;

social problerns;
higher incidence of drug and alcohol abuse; and

poorparent-child relationships.2

ïhe ¡nore pervasive and severe the conflict to which children are exposed, the more negative the
effects of family dissolution.
Fufhermore, adversarial t-amily court processes can be particularþ harmful to divorcing or
separating parents and their children, and litigation has been shown to exacerbate stress and
increase parental conflict during divorce. Courts were designed for adversarial conflicts with a
winner and loser, where the focus is on assessing fauit and imposing consequences. Even when
divorcing or separating parents intend to support their children through the process, compromise
and adjustment of parent-parent and parent-child relationships can be difficult to achievs through
this adversarial system.3
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Many family law attomeys understand that and have witnessed how an adversarial environment
exacerbates underlying emotions. For example, results of a high-level IAALS survey of national
family law practitioners in November 20 14 suggest that the current family justice system is not
operating to serye litigants in the best possible manner, and respondents broadly agreed (88%)
that a less-adversa¡ial system would better meet the needs of families than the current litigious
system.a

The proposed amendment to CRPC Rulc 2.1, Comment 5 mcrely recommends that family law
professibnals consider making these established, widely understood realities known to divorcing
or separating clients with minor children. Encouraging attomeys to empower elients with this
knowledge should be included within the scope of a responsible attorney's professional duties to

clients.

il.

Man)r Attomeys Agree it is Prudent to Educate Clients on.Impacts of Parental
Conflict on Children during Divorce / Separation

ln November 2Q75, an esteemed, nationål group of farnily law practitioners participating in an
IAALS Summit acknowiedged: "Through a more refined understanding of how parental conflict
during separation and divorce affects children, we now better appreciate the need for a stable and
supportive environment and a safe relationship with both parents after reorganization-considerations which have increased the desirability of non-adversarial processes for resolving
family law disputes."s
These practitioners highlighted a fundarnental role of the family law attorney: to help clients and
their children transition through the divorce or separation process. Within this role and given the

unique elements of divorce/separation cases, there is an opportunity for family law attorneys to
serve as problem solvers and teachers. As such, where appropriate, a family law attorney should
assist his/he¡ client in exploring less-adversarial alternatives to litigation.

Furthermore, ffiffiT attorneys participating in this discussion suggested that calling attention to
client behaviors and goals that may be harmful to the child(ren) involved is merely an extension
of representing the client's best interests. This perspective echoes the Ame¡ican Academy of
Matrimonial Lawyers Goals for Family Lctr4tyers and the language proposed to amend current
CRPC Rule 2.1, Comment 5. This proposed a¡nendment merely supplements a family law
attorney' s understanding of his/her professional obli gations to clients.

Ui.

A Less-Adversarial Divorce / Separation Eqvironmsnt 44s Been
Affect Parent and Childlåen)

Shovrn to Positivelv

The Resource Center for Separating and Divorcing Famiiies at the University of Denver was an
out-oÊcourt altemative for åivorcing or separating parents with children.6 The IAALS model on
which the Center was based focuses on educating parents about the effects of parental conflict
during divorce and separation. The Center encouraged parents to work together for the benefit of
their children, ând made therapy, legal education, dispute resolution, and financial counseling
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available to participating families. Based on self'reported well-being data from parents over the
course of a comprehensive two-year evaluation, IAALS found that, between the time of
beginning services and exiting the program: parents showed statistically significant
improvements with respect to:

r
o
¡
o
r
r
¡

Lower levels of stess, anxiet¡ ånd depressionl
Decreased acrimony betw'een the parents;
Increased shared decision-making skills;
Better communication skills, especially with respect to less violent and rnore
collaborative styles of communication;
Incleased confidence in the ability to co-parent;
Decreased levels of parenting stress in terms of parental distress, dysfunction between
parents and children, and difficulties with children; and
More appropriate emotional expectations for their children.T

Empowering Colorado attorneys to discuss the adverse impacts of parental conflict during
divorce or separation on client's children could lead to any numbs of the improvements
described, above.

In closing, thank you for considc¡ing this comment. Please do not hesitate to contact me with
questions or for additional information on this issue: Rebecca.Kourlis@du.edu or (303) 8716600.

Kínd regards,

Love Kourlis
Executive Director, Institute for the Advancement of the American Legal System
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corvr

October

ß,24ß

Re: Proposal to Amencl ìlule 2.1 and Comnrenf. 5 tliereto in the Colorado I{ules of
Pro less ion¿ll Cond r¡ ct.
Dear lithics Clommiftee

It is widely accepled, and failly well knorvn, that major parental conflict during a divorce can
causc signifìcant harm to children. In facq studies have shown that this harm may show its
irnpact yeals. or even decades, after tlie initial trauma of divorce. Often, it can impede a child's
I
emo ti onal de ve lopment ¿rncl re l¿rtionships thro u gliout adulthood.

Childlen exposed to high co¡rflict between their parents are at risk for a number of serious
problerns l¿rter in life, which coulci, at a minimum, be clifficulty with frrture relationships, ancl at
worst be problerns rvith clrugs, criminal activity ancl suicicle. Saclly, làmily law atlorneys ancl
juclges have seen childre¡l suffer all of'these ellects due to their parents' long-ten:n conflict.
Domestrc reiations lawyers ancljuciges have seen nìany parerìts in courl who feel stuck fighting
with each othc:r in h igh-con ll ict situations they .jLrst can't seem to get out ot. lnsteacl of the
p¿u'ents u,orking r.rut dìsagrccm(ìnls thernsclvcs, a juclgc is forced to make pa.renting clccisiclns fbr
ther¡, Onoc it begins, conflict bctlvecn divorcing parçnts too often does not end once the divorce
decrce is entered. Sr¡me cases go on f'or years with parents returning to the courtroom so that a
juclge has to settle disputes ancl make important decisions about their children, F'or many broken
f'amilies, the iìghting that continues can plague virf;ually all aspects of subsequent child rearing.
"l'hus, a highly conflictual parentål breakup essentially persists like aftershocks f}om a terrible
earthquake for years to come.

Sadly, f-or some cl,ildren of divorce, tlre conflict between their parents may become the single
inost pervasive memory of their childhood. Rather thtrn being focused on dealing with the
normal stresses eurd challenges of adolescence, pubetty and their toen years, these kicls are
constantly agonizing over the saga oftheir parents' ongoing battles.

Wallerslein, Juctith S., Julia l,ewi.s, ancl Sandra Blakeslee. 'l'he Unexpected Legacy of
Divorce: A 25 Year Landmark Scudy. First edition, Hyperion, 2000.
1

See, e"g.,
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J'he numbers ol'kicls trapped in this conflict is probably enormous. We don'1have an accurate
way of measuring the numbers ol'kids whose parents continue to fÌght aflei flleir divorce, but we
know that the divorce rate in Western cou.ntries re¡nairrs very high. It is believed that 40 to 60
percent of atl f'írst-time marriages end in clivorce. Rema:r'iages fbil at an even higher tate. And,
¡rerhaps of'¡nost concern, the vast rnajority tif'couples who clivorce have children uncler the age

of

18.

r¡

ln many câses, cömpotent legâl prol'essionals can help mitigate these ongoing problems. Good
lawyers âttempt to not only settle cases sooner, thereby limiting the conflict during the divorce,
but help their high-conf'lict clients into support mechanisms such as therapy so that their clíents
can lenrn behar¡iors to co-parent effectively atler the divorce. Saclly, however, too n:any
atforneys in divorce cases kindie the conflicl, ancl shamefr¡liy rack up legal fees based on
f'omenting litigalion to increase their billable hours. This system is inherently perilous to the
uninJ'ormed consumsr, and lcl the children who ultimatcly suffer the results.
McWillia.rns, with signilÌcant support lì'om the Ëamily l,aw Bar ancl other pmfessionals
wor-king in this area. has sought the proposed amendments to the Htliics lìules to aclclress this
imporlant reality. Atton:eys rnight say those taking djvorce ancl allocation of parental
responsibilily cases should not be "singled out" by the rules of ethics, but it is the cases
themselves that include these issues. I would argue that if yori clroose to represent a client in a
case thal includes child custody conflicts, then the rules of ethics should require you to counsel
your clier,t about the unique concerns of these câses: namely the hann caused to children by
ongoing parental conflict. i can also confìdently sây thât many judgcs sitting is the domestic
relations ciocket wouìd be highly supportive of any action th¿t woukl deter parents fi'om
engaging in high conflict over their chiiclren.
Joa.n

"f'he botlonr line, baseclon rlly thirty three years olhearing [iom tanrilies inside and outside the
ùoln'troonl is this: clrilclren will bencfit greafly if parents t¿ike some timc to learn to bc the best
business partner lhey can be. l-,awyers who take these cases should have a cluty to infÌlrm their
chenls ol-fhe resr"¡lls olhigh ct¡nflict. an<i ways tr: avoiclil. Then. of course, the client is able tcr
clecide how he or she proceecls, but it will be an infbrmed clecision, I urge this ot¡mmittee to
adopl the ethics rule and or comment amenclments proposed by Joan McWilliams.

Sincerely,

Angela R. Arkin
District Court Judge (Retired)

'¿

hri;.',.f i',twv,t.¿1¡,¿.1¡v14f

t

o.pir:s7'riivolcir,{, Karen R. Blaisure, Ph.D. and Margie }. Geasler, Ph.D.
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Joan McWilliams
From:
Sent:
To:

kathleenmcnamaraphd@gmail.com>
Thursday, October 13,241610:31 AM
Joan McWilliams

Subject:

Rule 2.1

Kathleen McNamara

<

I)ear Joan,

'fhank you for your efïorts to make changes to the rules of prof'essional conduct in order to ensure that litigating
parents are infcrrmed of'the impact of conflict on their children. I wanted to tell you about something that
harppenecl recenTly in a high conflict co-parenting class that I teach that relates fo youï ef'fofts.
We r¡,ere cliscussing wirat the attenclees hacl learned during the class. A f'ather spoke up quite passionately and
asliccl why the class had not been ordered at the beginning of litigation. FIe clairned it would have avoided three
years oi'litigation" thousancis of dollars, and chronic emotional stress on his children. Others in the class,
inctuding his ex-witb, agreed that they wished someone had told them sooner abor"tt the opportunities to learn
conJ'lict resolution skills and how to avoid the harmful impact of conflict on their chilciren.

I sinoerelv hope the Cìoloraclo Supreme Court StaucÌing

C)ommit.tee on the lìules ol'Professional Conduct

wiii

atlopt this proposed changel

Kind lìegarcls,

Kate McNamara
Kiltlìlcen McNiìmilnr, I,h. I)., Pl.If.'

i33 W.

Drrìke Rd.. Stc 180
f orr Collìns. C() tì052ó

97{l-207-0278-Olüce
970-207-9 I 98-F¿x
!., sr.\j íiilt;ìirrtì\k:\iltl;;¡¡iifl

rQ gtrrrr

This e-mail is c,overecl by Elecironic Communication Privacy Act, 18 L].S,C. $$ 25'l 0-2521and is
lcgally privilegecl. Thìs email message ancl all attachments are for the sole use of the intended recipient(s) ancl may contain

Disctainrer.

conficientiai and privileEeci informaiion Any unaulhorized review, use, disclosure, or distribution is prohibited. lf you are not tlre
inrencjed recipient. pteâse corrtact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original message. Content cannot be
guaranteed to þe secure or error-free as information could be intercepted, corrupted. lost, destroyed arrive late or ¡ncomplete. or
conta¡n virilses l"lre sender lherefore does not acÇept lrability for any error.$ or omissions rn the conterrt$ of tn¡s message, which
ai"lse as a resuli of e'nlail transmrssion. lf verilication is required, please request a hard-copy versron.

I
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I)¡\VID LITTìVIAN,
Altorneys ûnd Counselors

P.
nT

1772 Emcrson Street
Denver, Colora<io 802 I

Davicl Littrnau, Vf .4., J.D.
z\sLley Iimerson, J,D,
I{ebecca llner, J,D,*
Dcbra Nüìler', Senior Paralegal

Melhdil Bargas, Paraìegal

I

C,

Larv

'I'eìephone (303) 832-400
Facsirn ile (303) 332-9322
Dav id(.|Li i1 urunliuu ilyf .arv.conr

nliryJ"tfuglì frìr¡ulyliuy.Sg¡l
*Also lícensed Lr lvfinnesola

Octobel 13,2016

lvlarcy ülerm,

Esc¡,

Chair of' the Coloraclo Staricling Ct¡rn¡nittee
on the lìules of Plofussicrnal Cont"luct

ItÌì:

[ilrnngc.s rû the cofilnl€ìnrs to C.R.P.C. 2.1

Deilr Miu'cy:

I ant ivliting in support of tlte changes fhat have been approvecl by tlvo organizations of which I
anl a metnbe¡. The CISA Elhics Comr:rittee votecl to suppol't changes fo coillrnent 5 to Rr¡le 2.1
rvhich suggesl that an attorney ir: a family lalv urafier may ele ct to cliscuss the impact of high
con{lict <¡n childlen. 'l'he l?ami}y l-arv Seclio¡r Executive Council of the CB¡\ also voteri to
su¡rport the inclusion of this ianguage, eithel as an âddition to conrment 5 or to the rule itself. As
a ibrmel chai¡'of the F'arnily Larv Section and a long time family law attolney, I have personally
witnesscti the impact of irigh conflict parenting on chilclren as weli as the aclults. Vast furancial
resot¡roes at€ cöltsltÌllecl in often nlea[ingless baftles. Ëven rvorse is the cletri¡rental impact on a
chilcl's self-esteem r,i,hen he or she is caught befrvee¡r t"vo rvaring parents. That chilcl's
opporlunities to hecomc a contributing menrber of our communiry clhninish exponentiall¡, in the
nticist olorrgoing ancl intractable parental confiict.

I

ttulnber ol'hats lrrofbssionally, including a<ir.ocate, ntediator', arbilr:atc¡r ancl Child ancl
Iramily ltwestigatr:r. i have been able to exanline ancl observe fhe impact of conflict on children
fi'ont e¿lcli qlit'l'erent pelspective, I belicve tlut the change being proposecl is best for Coloraclo's
chilclren and their pzu'ents. If'altolucys can bc, encoulagecl to cliscuss lvith olients ancl advise
ihetn abortt higli confìicl, perha¡:s it rvill niake a positive impact. I hr:pe that this colnrnittee will
support the change beíng ploposecl.
tvear

¿¡

Sincerely,

t)

(:

Hscì
Li
Attolney at l,aw
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,ffiF
Assoclatlon of Family

ry

and Conclliation Courts

ATCC

cotonADO

www.coafcc,org
Ootobel B, 2016
The following members of CO¡\FCC want to express their support fot' a
clrange to RillE 2,1 andlot the commçnts thcrçto in the Colorado Rules of
Pr.ot'essionai Conduct, Whiie our organìzation o¿nnot adol:t an official
position, we feel voly strongly as inclividuals that Rule 2'1 andiol its
comrncnts should ref'lect suppoIt fbr attorneys who work with pâfents to
discuss with their, clients the conceLn that the level of conflict ìri a llarnily
lnw maftsr irnpacts both the pareuts and their ohildren'

Recognizing that attolnoys reprÊsenting ¡:arents clo nc¡t have a dilect iluty
to thcir clients' chiiclt'sn, it is undeniable th.at the level of coitt"lict in a
hmily law rnatter cail havs tt'emeuclous inrplioations lbr ths qhildren,
whose well-being is an important focus for the palents lepresented by
connsel, Saclly, many parenfs al'e unaware of the Lmdeniable linlc between
pareutal oo¡rflict Bnd outoomr:s for children,
An attorney's duty to corinsel a client shoulit include tt'ansnr.itting îolevant
infornratiou about how the slient's actÍons ancl legal choices may impâÇt
tireil children - both positivoly aircl negativcly, Attolncys should clisouss
alternativo ways of pursuing client gools in light of the outconrgs for theit'
chil<1rsn.

Frorn a sÍatutory perspeotive, involvement of counsel fol both pal'Ërlts oan
simplify the prooess by allowing etpproval of a Parenting Plern without
oppoalflnÇe in Court, 'fhis stafutory scheure implie,s that represontation by
An a[torney has so:ne positive impact on thc situatiou, both for flre clielf
and the ohildlen, wlìose 'obsst ilrtçrsst" is tb.e stâtutorily mandatçd focus <lf
l;he Corirt process, Onc would hope tliat ntany attorneys encourage their'
cfients to r:ollsidcr fäotors lelnting to theír ohildren's best interests as it
reLates to their Parenting Plans. Given this legíslative struoture, it ís
logical thnt the C.R,P,C, enooui:age snch support f'or olients, with an
aclcirowlecigeme¡rJ that the 'àlT.atney shoulcl consider advice to the client

Accolcli ngly, tlte unclersi gne<l pro fessionals supporf the pt'oposeci
anrendilent to Cornmerrl 5, Rule 2,1 to state: "I¡t a rnattet involving tlre

allooation ollparenial rights and responsibilities, an attot'ttey should
consiclel aclvising thç olient that parental con'flici oan havç a signìficant
tt
adverse effect on minot
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Joan McWilliams
Elysia Adams <elysiafadams@grnail.com>

From:
5ent:

Sunday, October 9,2A16 B:50 PM
Joan McWilliams
Marcy Glenn:

To:

Subject:

Marcy Glenn
Chair: Colorado Supreme Court Stabdinf Committee
Marcy:

My name is Elysia Adanrs and I am writing in support of the amendment to Comment 5, Rule 2L of the Colorado Rules of
Professional Conduct.
Recently, I went through a 2 year high conflict divorce with two children ages 7 and 9. Through the course of the divorce,
private judge, l arbitrator and l business attorney.
I engaged 3 family attorneys, 1crìminal attorney,2 county judges,
issues
to be resolved and direction of divorce, but
of
the
cìrcumstances,
All of the attorneys had a clear understanding
guidance
oreven mention of the critical and intense effect divorce has on
little mention of children.Ihere was no focus,
children by any of the family attorneys I engaged. The only parties who mentíonecl and ensured that I understood and
heard them regarding children's issues were the business attorney and arbitrator of the case whom had to sift through
layers of poor attorneys work to resolve a tough case. Nonetheless- it took nearly until the end of the 2 year period for
the issue of the children and effects of parental conflict to be heard, taken in and considered bythe judges. Thankfully
there were resources in my case to allow for weekly children's therapy, but that wasn't considered again, until late in my
case. i feel that had ANY of the fanrily attorneys initially engaged- who in my opinion are in a position of power at a
vulnerable t¡me- said,'do you understand how parental conflìct adversely affects children and do you wantto consider
how we should handle this issue' have been said, my children would be in a wholly different position therapeutically and
adjustment wise today. As aforementioned, the children are luckily in therapy, albeit tardy, anci healing BUT it is critìcal
at a time of emotional havoc, life altering crosEroads and an overflow of change to clearly state how conflict impacts
children to the parents divorcing. lt could've been the one moment in my divorce that may have stood still and been
absorbed. lt may have altered things then they are today. lt is my firm opinion that attorneys should be mandated to
clearly and if possiblc, slowly clear the whirlwind of divorce to look a client in the eyes and simply say 'parental conflict
has a significant adverse effect on minor children- in the m¡dst of this divorce, what have you done to consider this?'. lt
may have changed the outcome, maybe not in my case- but I believe it would have paused the clock for a moment and
brought my attention to not just the responses, the filings, the documents, the payments etc, but to the emotional
credibility of the children so perhaps that issue would've been considered fírst or at a minimum sooner. lt is a moral,
ethical, social and legal obligation that has the opportunity to bring change to the face of any divorce case for the lrue
and authentic best interests of the children.

l

Thanl< you

for your time-

Elysia Adams
303.51.8.8028

www.elysiaadams.com
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Sue A. Waters, MA, LPC

950 S. Cherry Street Suite G8
Denver, CO 80246
303-506-3161. fax 303-329-8L28
s u.e? wale rs_@ g m a i co tI
1..

To

Marcy Glenn
Chair of the Colorado Supreme Court's Standing Committee on the Colorado
Rules of Professional Conduct

Dear Marcy and the Committee,
First, thank you for all of your hard work concerning the proposed amendment to Comment 5, Rule 2.1
of the Coiorado Rules of Professional Conducl.
am a mental health professional who has worked with divorcing/separating parents for 23 years. I
started Parenting After Divorce in L993 and have taught both Level I and Level ll Co-parenting After
Dlvorce classes. ln my private practice, I have worked with parents and children in an effort make the
transition smoother for everyone. I have served in the roles of: Child and Family lnvestigator
(previously, Special Advocate), Parenting Coordinator, Decision Maker, Parental Responsibilities
Evaluator, parenting time consultant, and reunification therap¡st.
I

I am writing this letter in support of the proposed amendment which addressed the potential negative
effects parental conflict has on children. The research on thís topic is indisputable. ln my experience,
children pay the price for ongoing parental conflict, A few examples:

-A 7-year old boy was piaying soccer and saw his parents on opposite sides of the field. Knowing how
high conflict their relationship was, he had a full on meltdown. He fell to the ground sobbing; for fear
that his parents would get into a disagreement at his soccergame.
-A 15 year old young lady talked about her parents' ongoing high conflict relationship. "l'm
Switzerland," she stated. She carefully walked a narrow, neutral path.
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-A 35 year old man, when asked how he felt about a situation which occurred in his adolescence, stated,
"l don't know how I felt, I was so caught between my parents and their positions; I lost touch with my

own feelings."

anecdotal. However, parents in high conflict generally don't realize the burden
created by their self-indulgent bickering; bad mouthing of the other parent, using children as
messengers, and placing children in loyalty binds. This burden is on the backs of children. I understand
there is no magic bullet. However, I believe it's our responsibility to educate parents about unintended
I understand these are

consequences.
Thank you again.

Sincerely,

Sue A. Waters, MA, LPC
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McWilliams Mediation Group LTD
1,99 Milwaukee Street,3'd f'loor'

Denver, CO 80206
Telephone; 303.830.0
Ëmai

'I'o: 'fhe Members of the Coloradti

I

I7I

: josirf?I¡çuj]lsüuirsdplig!.ç*qp

Supreme Court Stantling Committee of the Colorado l{ules

of

Professional Conduct

Iìrom: Jtian McWilliams

I{e:

Proposed Amçnclments to C)omrnent 15] of tiie Colo. RPC 2.1

Date: October 17.2016
Dear Members

In iris recent letter to the Standing Committee, Aleo Rothrock, Chair of the Parental Confìict
Subcommittee. reportecl that the Subcommittee met on Septembet 15,2A16 and recommended
the aclclirion of the following language to Comment [5] oflColo. IìPC 2.1:
ln a matter involving the allocation of parental ríghts and responsibilities. atr attorneY
shoLrld consider aclvising the client that parental conf'lict can have a signifìcant aclverse
cl{ect on minc'¡r chiltiren.
As you may recerll. we have received the approval <lf similar pro¡xrsed amendrnents from rnany
signilicant groups. 'l'he Executive Council ol'the CBA lramily Law Sectiott unanimouslv
'fhe same amendnÌents v/ere
approvecl anterrdr¡rents to both Colo. RPC 2.1 and Clomnlent [5].
'fhe
approvecl by the Cloloraclo Chapter of the American Academy of Matrimonial Attomeys.
CBA Hthics Commitlee approved an zunendment to Comment [5] that is similar to the
amendment approved by the Subcommittee. The Institute fbr the Advancement of the American
Legal System ("IAALS") and members of the Clolorado Chapter of the Association of lìamily
and Conciliation Cou¡ts also apptoved the amendment.
The lÌrll<lwiug concerns have becn raisecl and mity tre resolvecl
a

o

¿rs

{bllows

'Ihe Colora.clo Supreme Cour-t in ßalrer v. Wood Ris & Hames, l3SC554 (Sup.Ct. 2A16)
reafÏirmed the strict privity rule in Colorado. A lawyer does not extend his duty of care
nor create a third party beneliciary in the children by advising the client that parental
conflict can have a signifîcant adverse effect on the children.
'l'he lawyer has cliscretion to exercise
T'he proposed. amenclment is permissive.
profbssional judgment with regarcl thereto, ancl "[n.lo disciplinary action should be taken
when the lalvyer chooses not to act or acts within the bounds of such discretion." Colo.
RPC. Preamble and Scope [141.
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'lhe author and the Subcomrnittee are not aware of any disciplinary actions based on the
similar permissive amendments to Colo, RPC 2.1 and Comment [5] concerning
alternative dispute resoiution. Those amendments were passed in 2008'

a

Many letters of support have been submitted to the Standing Com.mittee and are in yotu
material s.'l"hese inclucle conesponclence f'rorn:
1

.

2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Ilorr. Rebecca Love Kourlis: Executive Director, Institute for the Advancellent of'the
American Legal System;
I-Ion. Angela Arkin: Disu'ict Court Judge (Retired);
l(aLhleen McNamar4 PhD., PLLC: Licensed Psychologist wlro works with high contlict
crxrples anci teaches high conflict parenting classes;
Davicl l..ittman: Child Advocate, Mediator, Arbitrator and Child and Famiìy lnvestigator;
Memlrers of the Colorado Associatic¡n of Farnily ancl Conciliation Courts;
Elysia Adams: Litigant; anci
Sr-re Waters, MA, LPC: F'ounder eif the Parenting After Divorce classes, Child and Family
Investigator, Parenting Coordinator, Decision Maker, aud Parentai Responsibilities
Iävalu¿rtor".

Tlie letters rellccl the o¡rinions of a oross-section <lf'profèssionals ir¡ tlie legal. rnental health

anci

consumer communities ancl suppoft the necd fcrr the amendment.
'I'hank you very much firr your dedicated attention to this matler. It ìs greatly appreciated.
Sincerel¡'"".

I

\**Jô
Jclan

Þ'"'*)

McWilliarns, Esq

Page 2
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collË{;r
Srniih Ccilei;o
SchoLrl .tor 5k¡ci¿rl 1&ork

NorthanrPlt¡t'1. x'{¿¡i5¿dh usetls

r

(41:ì)

585-795? r

i)'l {Jliì
{113) sf}5_.¡45ó

Septenrlrer ?4^2016

Dear.lrian:
I arn ivriling ¡his lptter in support crf the pro¡rosal to amend lhe Coloraclo Rules of profèssionai
t'onduct (CRCP) RLrle 2. I aucl C'omment 5 to stâtc: that. in cases involving the allocatío¡r of'parental

riglrts anci resporisìt:ilities. an attorney shoi¡lcl aclvise fhe clients oltlre irnp<lrtance of milrimiling tlre
arlverse inrpact fhat patental conflictca.n have on the ¡¡inorchildren. lam delightccJ t., learn tllatthe
proposa.l was tlnallimously approved hy the Cnlc¡rado Bar Association Fanily Law Section
ancl by the
l<lcal chapter of the Alnerican Acaderny of Matrinroníal Larvyers as "[reing cousistent with {.hcir
lJounds of Advocacv."
I arn writing to you in my role as the Maconda Brown C)'Connor Chaired Profbssor in Research at the
Snrith Schoolof Social Worl<. My educational crecJentials includc a Master's degree in education fi'ont
the tJniversily of Pennsylvania and a Master's clegree in Legal Studies from the yale School of Law,
as well as a Plr.D. in Clinical/Community Psychology lronr the University of California at Berlteley,
Most of rny work revolves round ther clevelopment, implernentation, and évaluation of,preventive
interventions in schools and courts, witlr a rnajor f<rcus being srqrporting separating families in
alternative clispute resolution. I was a key consultant forthe developnrenr, traininpfancì e'alua.tion ol
stafTancJ students I'or 1'he Universìty of Der¡ver's llesource Center l'or Separatinglnd Divorcing
lìatllilies ancl f'crr íts tr¿rnsition to the Out of Court Divorce prograrn, ar uu"ll as thã Family Resoluti.ns
Specialty Courl in l{ampshire Counry*, Massachusetts. I anl engagecl in rese¿¡rclr in relatecl arsas.
¡:roducirrg rnany arficles, chapters, palenting edugation or¡rricula ând two co-authc¡recj books. My
research interests revc¡lve around inclividuals, couples ancl fhmilies who are in fhe prooess of divärcing,
remarrying, or liguring out liow to Ço-parent dLrring these lif'e transitions. Ancl through my private
pracfice and consitltilrg, nly clinical expertise includes couples oounseling and consu-ltation, father
involvemetlt consultation, mediation, child custocly evaluation, case
expert witness
"onsi,ltation,
testirnony, and cr:lla.borative divorce.
Irr a.ddir.ion, I currentl-v serve as Presiclent of flre Association of lìamily and Conciliation Courts
(AI'ìCC), an irrterdisciplinary ancl internarir:nal mernbership association of lrore than 5.000 judges.
lawyers. çtlsfody evâlt¡alnts, rteeiiatols, acaclemics" and others declic,atecl to inrprovingrhe lives of.
chilc'hcn and iamilies tltroLrgh Lhe resolution of farnily conflict.. AFCICì has been a leaãer in the
de ve,lc¡pmcni all¿l dissenrination olprol'e"çses such as mecliation, parenfing coordinatiotr,
educaticxr
prograln-s tbr divorcing pârenls. ancl we prnvide education for profèssionals to bctter help
them tcr
wolk efl'ective ly with issues relatecl to chilch'en olsepalatíon and cJivorce and r.virh the chilclren

tlrenrselvcs.
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I am rvriTiltg this lett.e| as an iriclividr"ral; however'. the proposecl a¡¡ep<Jment is entirely consistent with
the mission. vision ancl values olAFCC]and the eflbrts,ove expend to shielclchilclren frorn lhe impact

of f'amily conflict. Moreovçr. it would serve to heighten awar'eness of this critical issue, not only
arnon!ì separating ancl ilivorcing parents, but arnong memhers of the bar.
I wa¡tt to applauct your ef"forls and ofTer you my personal and r.vholehearted elrdr:rscment.
Sincerely.

?'%*á%*âæ
lVl¿lrsha Kline Pruett, PhD, MSL, ABPP
Maconda Brcwn (J'Conno¡. Prclfessor
Srnith Collegcr Sclrool f'or Social Work
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October 23,2016
Marcy Glenn, Attorney
Chair, Colo. Supreme Ct. Standing
Committee on Colorado Rules of Professional Conduct
Holland and Hart
PO Box 8749
Denver, CO 8020I-8749
Re: Comment to Colorado Rules of Professional Conduct

Dear Ms. Glenn and Committee Members:

This letter is written to encourage your adoption of the

amendment to Comment 5 of Rule
Conduct, which amendment reads:

2.I

of the

proposed
Colorado Rules of Professional

In a matter involving the allocation of parental
rights and responsibilities, an attorney should

consider advising the client that parental conflict can
have a significant adverse effect on minor children.

As a family law attorney, a former social worker, an experienced litigator,
and now and arbitrator and mediator, I have witnessed the damage caused to
children by parental conflict and find it to be both textbook and pervasive.

The single best predictor of a bad outcome for the children of divorce is
exposure to conflict between the parents. When the conflict of a litigated
divorce ratchets up, it is incumbent on the lawyer to utilize the "Counselor at
Law" appellation on their Colorado license to practice law. The lawyer must
advise the warring parents that their conflict will damage their children if the
children are exposed to the conflict, even by seemingly remote observations
(e.g., telephone calls with friends, extended family conversations). Children
know what's going on in their family and it is the adults'responsibility to shield
their children from the adversity of adult divorce conflict.

Page
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The proposed Comment addition is the least an attorney and counselor
at law can do to help minimize the preventable damage to children of divorce.
Perhaps this Comment will encourage lawyers to similarly distance themselves
from gratuitous and vituperative conduct that only stirs the cauldron of conflict
which inevitably spills over to the children.

While I wish this advisement would be mandatory for counsel in these
cases, this Comment will finally give voice to what psychologists and social
scientists have long been telling us - a child's exposure to parental conflict is
the single largest predictor of a bad outcome for the child.
Thank you for your consideration and for all the hard work you do.
Sincerely,

ß""nrr gfL. S. õ"Idrr."
Bonnie M. J. Schriner
Attorney at Law
cc. J. McV/illiams
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Marcy Glenn
James Coyle <j.coyle@csc.state.co,us>
Monday, October L7, 20L6 2:10 PM

From:
Sent:
To:

Marcy Glenn
rottman, andrew; John Gleason
FW: Recently Adopted ABA Revised Resolution 109
CO - CJ Rice Revised Resolution L09 Oct 20L6 Ltr.pdf

Cc:

Subject:
Attachments:

Hi Marcy,
letter. In that letter, the ABA Policy Implementation Committee (PIC) asks that
Colorado consider new ABA model rule 8.4(g).

See attached

As you know, Colorado is one of the 25 jurisdictions that already has a rule that is similar to this ABA
model rule. Our language refers to exhibiting or engendering bias rather than harassment or

discrimination.

At the moment, I can think of only one published

case

in which

a Colo. RPC 8.4(g)

charged and proven, People v. Gilbert, involving comments made against

htt

wlv

r.r.'

.crl lo ¡r¿lr-loslt

ugii,/=U}l: l-r I r!! t r-i

a

violation was

judge:
l1

%,20Ard

llllilJllû¡ ,-tli--$:- L !..fx1j

I am not certain this office would have charged or proven harassment or discrimination, using the
language of the new ABA model rule.
I leave it to the Standing Committee to decide whether or not to consider reviewing the Colorado
RPC S.a(g) in light of the new ABA model rule. An argument in favor of such consideration is
uniformity amongst the states.
I can also tell you this office only receives a few RFIs alleging misconduct under Colo. RPC
8,4(g). We do use such rule in our office presentations to the law schools and in continuing legal
education programs however, But again, I can only recall Gilbert as a case in which we made a formal
complaint alleging a violation under our rule,
I am copying in Chief Justice Rice's counsel, Andy Rottman, and ABA PIC Chair John Gleason. John
may want to comment.
Please let me know

if you have any questions.

Iim
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Cc: Holtaway, John <Joh n. Holtawav@qlnerica nba r.org>
Subject: Recently Adopted ABA Revised Resolution 109
Dear Bar Association Officers, Bar Admissions Director, ABA State Delegate, and Chief Disciplinary Counsel

Attached please find a letter sent to Chief Justice Rice regarding recently adopted ABA Revised Resolution 109 that
amends Rule 8.4 of the ABA Model Rules of Professional Conduct. Amended Model Rule 8.4 conta¡ns new paragraph (g)
that establishes a black letter rule prohibiting harassment and discrimination related to the practice of law. lt also
contains three new Comments related to paragraph (g).
Please let me know if you have any questions, Thank you
John
John A. Holtaway
Lead Senior Counsel
Client Protection and Policy lmplementation
American Bar Association
321 N, Clark Street, 17th Floor
Chicago, lL 60654-7598

(312) 988-s298
Fax: (3L2) 988-5491
Joh n. Holtawav@americanba r.org

http://www.americanba r.org

Kimley Grant I C?*.?aralegal

A,merican Bar Association I Center for Professional Responsibility
.321 f.tarlh Clark i Chic;ago, ll 6û654-7598
1": {i}12"} 988 5319lr: (312} t{18.5491
l"¡riev T)rar,1,Samt*tcanls""tr art\ i htl;t./Iw,vw amerícanbar org
it.'ii: ' ts tl1-i i v/ilii:l airú

l:i.ìr-ìehor--:¡
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Defending Liberty
Pursuing Justice
2016

-

AMER¡CAN BAR ASSOCIATION

2017

32,l N. Clark Street
Chicago, lL 60610

John S. Glesson, CHAIR
8urns, Figa & W¡ll, P.C.
Gr€gnwood V¡llag€, CO
MEMBERS
Lawfenco Bloom
O.C. Office of Discipl¡nary Counsel
Washington, OC
Lawrenæ Bloom
D.C. Otfìce ot O¡sc¡plinary Counsâl
Washington, DC
Kell¡ê R. Early
Nalional Conferenæ of Bar EËminers
Madison. W

Carla J. Froudenburg
Regulat¡on Couns€l
D¡strict of Columþia Bar
Washinglon, DC

Janet Greon lvlarÞley
Lawyers' Fund for Cl¡ent Protection
Columþus, OH
Ronald C. M¡nkofi
Frankfurt Karnit Kloin & Selz
New York, NY
Patric¡a Sall6n

Phoenix, AZ
Profesõor Victoria Vulel¡ch
Vul€tich Law Firm
Grand Rapids, Ml

Phone: (312) 988-5298
Fax: (312) 988-5491
John.Holiawav@americanbar.orq

September 29,2016

Honorable Nancy E. Rice

Chief Justice
Supreme Court of Colorado
2 East 14th Avenue
Denver, CO 80203
Re

L¡nda A. Gosnell
Lexinglon, KY

Hêlen Hlorschbiel
Ex€cut¡ve Director
Or€gon State Bar
Tigafd. OR

Genter for Professional Responsibility
Policy lmplementation Committee

Recent Amendment to Rule 8.4 of the ABA Model Rules of Professional
Conduct

Dear Chief Justice Rice
We take this occasion to report to you the recent amendment of Rule 8.4 of the ABA
Model Rules of Professional Conduct with the hope that your Court will undertake a

review

of the changes and consider integrating them into your state's rules of

professional conduct. These revisions and additions lvere the culmination of two years
of work by the ABA Standing Committee on Ethics and Professional Responsibility

("Ethics Committee").
odel

les of. nrotbssicln¿il condu

le B 4

rnisconcluct.htrrl

SPECIAL ADVISOR
lvark I Harison
Osborn Mâlodon, P.A.
Phoenix, AZ
STAFF
Art Gañ¡n
Cent6r D¡rgctor
Ch¡ægo. lL
John A. Holtaway
Lead Senior Counsel
Chi€go, lL

Amended Mqdel Rule 8.4 contains new paragraph (g) that establishes a black letter rule
prohibiting harassment and discrimination in the practice of law. It also contains three
new Comments related to paragraph (g).

New paragraph (g) to Model Rule 8.4 is a reasonable, limited, and necessary addition
to the Model Rules of Professional Conduct. It makes it clear that it is professional
misconduct to engage in conduct that a lawyer knows or reasonably should know
constitutes harassment or discrimination while engaged in conduct related to the
practice of law. And as has already been shown in the jurisdictions that have such a rule,
it will not impose an undue burden on lawyers, Conduct related to the practice of law
includes representing clients; interacting with witnesses, coworkers, court personnel,
lawyers and others while engaged in the practice of law;operating and managing a law
firm or law practice; and participating in bar association, business or social activities in
connection with the practice of law. Amended Model Rule 8.4 (g) does not prohibit
speech, thought, association, or religious practice. The rule does not limit the ability of
a lawyer to accept, decline or withdraw from a representation in accordance with current
rules of professional conduct.

Twenty-five jurisdictions have adopted anti-discrimination or anti-harassment
provisions in the black letter of their ethics rules. To properly address this issue, the
ABA adopted an anti-discrimination and anti-harassment provision in the black letter
of the Model Rules. Studies on the perception of the public about the justice system and
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lawyers support the need for the amendment to Model Rule 8.4.

Adopted Revised Resolution 109 and its accompanying Report can be found
\\' w

er i c a
hlip¿i
ual-rsLi$crl-ts$o.luij!)n*-àf ti*J:qp"rÌft*.l{,19

at:
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The Center for Professional Responsibility Policy Implementation Committee has created
a Power Point Presentation to assist courts, rules committees, the legal profession, and the
public to understand the amendments to Model Rule 8.4.
https:l/ivlvr,v.clropbor.corn/s/6seu8xli0rn4ll.l6lMlodel%20Rules7o208_4%20Presentation
F'in¿rl. rvmv?dl:0

We can provide you with electronic copies of Revised Resolution 109 with Report and
discussion points if you or the Chair of your state review committee contact John Holtaway,
Policy Implementation Counsel, iohn.holt¿riva.yfgìamericanba¡'.olg, (312) 988-5298. We
have sent copies of this letter to your State Bar Association President, State Bar Association
Executive Director, State Bar Admissions Director, and Chief Disciplinary Counsel, and

ABA State Delegate.
The Center for Professional Responsibility Policy Implementation Committee is available
to assist states with the review process. Members of the Committee, including members of
the Ethics Committee, are available to meet in person or telephonically with review
committees.

The work product of the Ethics Committee reflects the ABA's continued leadership in
professional responsibility law. The ABA looks forward to assisting you on this important
project.
Respectfully,

John S. Gleason, Chair
Center for Professional Responsibi I ity Policy Implementation Comm ittee
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